Hackett to make f irstcourt appe aran ce today f or arraign - 1990 Clery Act releasment at Waterville District Court; evidence still imp ounded es campus crime data
hearing will be brief.
Hackett was charged with the murder
and kidnapping of Dawn Rossignol '04
last Thursday, Sept. 25, although Stokes
reported he has not yet been formally
arrested for the charges.
Because Hackett has already been
arrested for breaking parole, police officials see no need to rush the second
arrest. Stokes suspects Hackett will be
anested on the kidnapping and murder
charges shortly before today's hearing.
At this point, the details of Hackett's
arrest, as well as specifics pertaining to
Rossignol's death, are being withheld as
impounded information. "Because the
investigation into this case is continuing
and to avoid prejudicial pretrial publicity,
we have asked the court to impound documents providing the details of these
crimes,"wrote Stokes in an official press
release regarding the arraignment. The
Portland Press Herald, however, intends
to challenge the impoundment; therefore,

By KATE RUSSO
NEWS EDITOR

Since his arrest on Monday, Sept. 22,
Edward J. Hackett, 47, has been held
without bail at the Kennebec County Jail
in Augusta. Today he will be arraigned in
WatervilleDistrict Court
The purpose of the arraignment is to
bring Hackett before a "formal judicial
magistrate," said Deputy Attorney
General William Stokes. The judge has
been infoimed of the evidence for the
complaint filed on Hackett by state prosecutors, based on a formal affidavit. The
arraignment is not a probable cause hearing, but serves to ensure that .all parties
are not held "incommunicado," accord,
ing to Stokes.
At the arraignment, Hackett can
choose or decline to have the charges
read to him and he will have an attorney
appointed to him. Stokes expects that the

it is possible that the information may be to Mame last March "on the condition he
available to the public before the trial, undergo therapy for 'impulse control'
and 'sexual issues."'
Stokes said.
Hackett is expected to enter the courtroom just before the scheduled tune of the
arraignment, following a "perpetrator
walk." According to Director of
Communications Stephen Collins, the
walk is the first time since the arrest that the
press can photograph Hackett. The length
of the walk often correlates with the extent
and severity of the crime, added Collins.
The indictment—whenthe charges are
brought before the Grand Jury—is now
scheduled for mid-November.Stokes said
it is possible for the court to place additional charges on Hackett at that time.
William Stokes
Once the case passes through the Grand
Deputy Attorney General
Jury, it will be handled by the Superior
Court No date has been set for the trial.
According to an article by Portland
Authorities told Hench that
Press Herald Writer David Hench on Hackett broke parole when he travSept. 26 entitled, "Utah parolee charged eled to Connecticut after Rossignol's
with Colby killing,"Hackett was paroled murder, although they gave no rea-

Because the
investigation into
this case is continuing...we have
asked the court
to impound documents .

son for his departure.
However, when the Echo spoke to
Officer of the Department of Corrections
John Laplante, one of the parole officers
examining Hackett's case, he noted that
the conditions and limitations of
Hackett's parole and probation are also
impounded details of the investigation.
Likewise, he would not confirm the
information reported by the Portland
Press Herald.
Spokesman for the Utah Board of
Pardons and Parole John Green told
Hench that "they were concerned enough
about his potential to commit new crimes
that they kept [Hackett] in prison three
times longer than the state's sentencing
guidelines recommend."
Hackett was sentenced one to 15 years
for kidnapping and burglary in 1992. He
served nine years.
However, Jack Ford of the Utah

By KAITLIN McCAFFERTY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Clery Act was passed in 1990 and
requires all colleges and universities that
participate in federal student aid programs publish selected crime statistics,
inform the community of incidents, and
keep a daily security log.
In 1986, first year Jeanne Ann Clery
was tortured, raped, sodomized and murdered in her dormitory room at Lehigh
University by a student. In response to
their daughter's death, Howard and
Connie Clery sued Lehigh, founded the
non-profit organization Security on
Campus Inc. and pushed a law through
the federal government that requires colleges to publish their crime statistics.
Officially called the Jeanne Clery
Disclosure of Campus Security Policy
and Campus Crime Statistics Act, the
Clery Act allows fines of up to $25,000
Continued on Page 2
by the department of education and withdrawal of federal support.
By Oct. 1 each year, schools must
issue a report including statistics and
other information. The report must be
athletics because of the problem of num- available to students, the Department of
bers'—athletes are the largest sub-group Education and employees. Prospective
students and employees must be notified
on campus," they write.
Further, they note that "in some set- that information is available for their use.
There are seven major categories with
tings, at least, athletics programs not only
fail to tie elements of a campus commu- sub-categories that the school is required
nity together; they actually are a divisive to report: criminal homicide including
force." They note that football is a spe- murder and non-negligent manslaughter
cial problem at small schools, due to the and negligent manslaughter;, sex offenses
large team size and what Emory forcible (including rape) and nonPresident William M. Chase calls the forcible; robbery; aggravated assault; bur"stronger culture surrounding the sport." glary; motor vehicle theft and arson.
Colleges are also required to report
Bowen and Levin end with a series of
recotnmendations, including an admis- liquor law violations, drug violations and
sions process that focuses less on recruit- illegal weapons possession if they result
ing athletically strong students, a in an arrest or disciplinary referral.
These statistics are broken into catedecrease in the size of athletic programs
as a whole, better handling of scheduling gories of "on campus," "residential facilissues and a call for more well-rounded ities for students on campus,"
students and coaches.
"non-campus buildings," and "public
Adams is quoted as saying that property." If tlie incident is a hate crime,
although coaches need not be faculty it must be reported as such.
members, academic and cultural goals
All incidents, including those that
would be better served by "insisting that have not been prosecuted by law

Athletic program scrutinized; administration takes aim at Colby policies
By EMILYHONIG
FEATURES EDITOR

SASHA SCHROEDER/THE COLBY ECHO

The recent study stated that football teams, traditionally large and tightknit, have the potential to create problems at small schools like Colby.

Colby President William D. Adams
was quoted in the Sept. 15 New York
Times article, demanding institutional
reform that is "simultaneously local and
national," amid concerns that college
athletes are socially and academically
distant from their classmates.
Along with Adams' statement, a
newly published study and a soon-to-bereleased task force report' have combined
to spark controversy over the role of athletics at Colby and other smaller elite colleges and universities.
"In a nutshell, what [the study]
demonstrates is that the competitive pressures of athletics, which we previously
thought to be limited to Division 1 institutions, are turning out to be problematic
at schools like Colby,"Adams said.
According to William G. Bowen and
Sarah A. Levin in "Reclaiming the
Game: College Sports and Educational

Values, statistics gathered over the past
few years show an increasing prevalence of recruited athletes at institutions
such as those in the New England Small
College Athletic Conference and the Ivy
League. These athletes, who constitute a
larger percentage of each entering class
than at bigger, traditionally athletic
powerhouse schools, oft en have SAT
scores and other academic indicators
that are below the average of the general student body.
Additionally, statistics show the "pervasive arid persistent tendency for athletes...to underperform academically:
that is, to do even less well in the classroom than one would expect them to do
on the basis of their entering academic
credentials," Bowen and Levin write.
Furthermore, Bowen and Levin cite
concerns about "athletic culture" on
college campuses. "Student leaders...described some teams (especially
men's teams) as 'reincarnations of fraternities' and noted that team-based 'clannishness ' is particularly troublesome in

Continued on Page 2

Continued on Page 3

Princeton Review rates
Security keypa ds to be installed at Studen t clu bs vie for
Colby dining, financial aid entrances to Miller Library Street tight office space
Although the Princeton Review and
other college ranking systems have
been maligned by many administrators and students at a wide variety of
colleges, they remain an important
part of many prospective students'
research durin g the college application
process.
According to the com pany 's website, the Princeton Review rankings are
based on a 70-qucstion survey that the

By DREW MORELAND
' . CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Colby was ranked twice in this
year's edition of the Princeton
Review's "the Best 351 Colleges." In

a mixed result that may lead some to
q uestion Col by 's priorities, the
College was ranked second for Best

Food and 13th in the Students

Dissatisfied with Financial Aid category.
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ASST. NEWS EDITOR

In an effort to create a safer environ-

ment on campus, security keypads will
be installed at both outside entrances to
tlie Street of Miller Library,

"It's a steptowards more general safety,"
Director of Security Pete Chenevert said.
At the Sept. 14 Presidents' Council
meeting, a motion passed with a 16-11
vote recommending that keypads be

Continued on Page 2
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installed nt tlie library entrances.
According to Administrative Vice
President and Treasurer Arnold Yasinski,
discussions were held over the summer
between College administration and
security concerning the planning of
installation of keypads at these locations.
"We've already committed that we're
going to do it. We're still working out tlie
technical aspects,"Yasinski said.
The exact hours of keypad activation
are yet to be determined. "We'll have to
see whot's sensible and what works tlie
best," he said,
Yasinski anticipates that tlie keypads
will be installed by tlie end of tlie semester,
however, liming can become complicated
because of tlio nature of Miller Library.
'There's classes going on in (hero , ond
tlio library's open from 8 n.m. to 1 a.m.
We have to think about how drilling ond
noise will affect classes nnd students
studying," Chenevert sold.
The expected cost for the project is
$13,000. Tho Ainding will come from tlie
capital renovations budget, money that is
used in tho continuing effort to renew all
aspects of campus, including dorm renovations, A contribution from tlie fines
account, which comes from parking tickets and citation fees, might rilsobe used,
In tlio motion passed by Presidents'

Council, the keypads would activate at
11 p.m. each night and deactivate at 7
a.m, each morning, with the front door to
Miller Library bein g locked between
these times,
Tlie motion allows for members of tlie
Waterville community to contact library
staff to arrange for entrance into the
library after 11 p.m, if necessary.
"These are pretty acceptable hours to
be closed to tlie community and for people to not be walking around a residential
campus," Woodman President Carolyn
Findeisen '06 said.
East Quad President Jessica Vamuin
'06, Grossman President Meghan
Gallery '06 and Findeisen proposed the
SGA motion.
"I'm uncomfortable with the fact thnt tlie
Street and tlie library itself are open to tlie
public 100 percent of tlie time," Vnmum
said,"Wethoughtthiswould be a pro-active
measure. It's not intended lo restrict access
to the library by anyone, and it's not targeted at the Watervillecommunity."
However, tho motion wns not without
dissent within SGA, amid concerns thnt
the keypads
mny be ineffective
or
cause a false
sense of security. "I don 't
think it would
protect us that
m ucli , "

out and do something. It really doesn't
keep anyone out who was intent in doin g
harm."
"I don't feel like we'll be significantly
safer with keypads than wc are now without them ," Dana President Greg Lusk '06
said. "If you're really afraid to walk
around the Street , you're afraid to be
walking around campus nnd should call
for a security escort,"
Chenevert snid that placing security
keypads nt the outside entrances to the
Street wns discussed in the past, "but residence halls were a priority,"
The Colby administration is looking at
other locations , including the primary
academic buildings, where security keypads would be nn added safety measure.
But they also noted that students need

to be awnrc of their own personal safety,
ond that such measures have limited
effectiveness. "It's not a security system,
it's on access system," Chenevert said,
"This is not a cure-all, People still
have to take individual responsibility for
their safety,"Yasinski snid,

Williams
President

Snrali Schlcck
'06
said.
"Someone can

easily come in
to tho building
NOAM IIAIAZO/Tlie C0LI1V ECHO
before 11, linii| Students entering Street at night way he required use keypad.

By KATIE HAMM
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

The large number of student clubs and
organizations hns led to an increasing
space-crunch on campus, Student lenders
and Colby administrators say that there is
not enough office space to accommodate
the continuous creation of new clubs.
"Tlie vast majority of organizations
don 't have space on campus," Director of
Student Activities Lisa Mnllcn said, "If
everyone were to have a space, Hint woul d
be more than 100 offices , and (lint 's just
not possible. Some clubs absolutely need
nn office space, WMHB for example , and
Ihe Outing Clu b, which hns a variety of
equipment. I'm not convinced that an
office is necessary for everyone,"
There arc currently club offices located in the Pu gh Center , Mary Low,
Leonard, Roberts Union , Alfond Athletic
Center, Eustis and Cotter Union, Only 29
clubs hold an office on campus, All of the
organizations thnt possess an office , with
the exception of the Quiltin g Club , which
moved from nn AMS Faculty Apartment
to Leonard , have held the some space for
nt least four years.
The Pugh Center holds 14 clubs, the
largest central location for offices on campus. In 1994, o Trustee Committee wns
commissioned to decide which groups
would be given an office in the Pugh
Center, Dean of Students for Multicultural
Affairs Cecilia Stanton said, These organizations retain their space each year by
doing a certoin amount of programming
nnd producing nn approved annual review.
"Any organization would benefit from
nn office as n biisc of operations ," Lnurn
Snider '06, n student contact for
Continued on Page 3

On and off-campus volunteer opportunities abound
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. The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby College ...
on Thursday of each week the College is in session.

Letters

The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issue or
topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week.
Letters should be typed and signed and include an address or phone number.The Echo
will not, under any circumstances, print an unsigned letter.
If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on 3.5" disk
or via e-mail at echo@colbv.edu.The Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.

j

Editorial s
The Editorials are the official opinion of the majority of the Echo staff. Opinions
expressed in the individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not
of the Echo.
Contact Us
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an article,
please call us at (207)872-3349 or ext. 3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call (207)872-3786, e-mail
echoads@colhv.edu or fax (207)872-3555.

echo@colby.edu
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Relations between Colby and the surrounding community have been at the
forefront of campus discussion this
semester, due largely to changes in campus health care options and the recent
death of Dawn Rossignol.And while most
dialogue has focused on the College-community strain, both the Colby Volunteer
Center and the Colby Cares about Kids
program, as well as several other campus
volunteer organizations, are regularly
reaching out to the local community,both
on and ofi>campus.
The CVC is the largest volunteer organization on campus and provides the
most wide-ranging spectrum of volunteering opportunities. Upcoming events
this October include a benefit run to raise
money for Habitat for Humanity. There
will be a table to register in Cotter Union
through Oct. 3, and the run will take
place on Oct. 4. Anyone can sign up and
there will be prizes for the winners. Other
events the CVC is planning for this year
include the annual Halloween
Extravaganza, which will be on Oct. 25,
and Colby Cares Day which will, as
always, be during the spring.

IN T O W N Gifford' s Famous Ice Cream

Assistant director of the CVC Meghan
Gallery '06, who spoke on behalf of tlie
students volunteering, said, "we think it's
a great wayto get involved with the community." The CVC is always looking for
new volunteers, and encourages students
to email the office at cvc@colby.edu.
Other volunteer programs at Colby
have more of a commitment involved,
including the CCAK and Colby
Emergency Response. Involvement with
CCAK requires students to undergo an
interview process, subsequent training
sessions and then ,eventually, meet with
a student with whom they will ideally be
paired to mentor for all four years they
are at Colby. And although the commitment is considerable, coordinator of
CCAK Eric Laurits '02 said mentoring
younger people in the surrounding areas
is "an internally rewarding" experience.
"Most [Colby students] love working
with the kids," Laurits continued, "and
it's unbelievable the way these kids are
growing. For a lot of kids, they don't
have positive male role models, since
Waterville has a lot of single-parent
households. [Through CCAK], kids are
getting chances to explore stuff they
wouldn't get an opportunity to in a classroom where there are 20 other kids. It
makes a kid feel important and that he or

Oak Fellow absent due to visa problems
By ALLYSON RUDOUPH
ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

John and Roger Gifford own
Gifford's Famous Ice cream, which
sells ice cream throughout Maine
and much of NewEngland, including
Waterville and Colby. Features editor EmilyHonig sat down with John
to discuss the family business.
Emily: So, can you tell me a little
bit about your business
¦
John: -Yeprwe're a- smallrfamily
b^in&ss^7we 'ye7 beentitf .ift&Yic§
cream business for flvb generations now. In Maine, we started
with ice cream in 1980. Prior to
John Gifford of Gifford's Famous Ice
that we were a milk company.
Roger and I own the company, and
we cover all of New England into and went strictly ice cream. We had
New York state now, through some very little sales at the time. We had
supermarkets and through food about $100,000 worth of total sales
s ervice work , bulk ice cream, and for a company that had eight fullw e have four of our own dairy time employees , so it was a strugbars , in Waterville, Farmin gton , gle, and we 've got a lot of nice
Skowhegan and Bangor.
peo p le that have w orked with us a
E: Did you start in Skowhegan?
long time.
J: Yup, we started, actually, when
E: How long has the Waterville
our pa rents b ought a dairy in lo cation be en open?
Farmington in 1971, and in 1974
J: That's since 1990.
they bought this facility, in
E: Do you have a business philosSkowhegan, and in 1980 we made ophy?
our first j ump int o ice cr eam , preJ: Yeah. I think our biggest philosmium ice cream , in Maine, and that ophy woul d be to be honest , make a
was in Skowhe gan, and my wif e good-quality product, do what we
Kathy and I ran that dairy bar. I was say we 're going to do, no matter
delivering milk at the time. Then in what. Other than that, I think it's the
1982 we built our stand in ncver-say-no attitude, do whatever it
Farmington, and in 1983 we sold takes to succeed, We had a lot of
our dairy p ortion of our business to peopl e sayin g "no" to us , di dn't
Oakhurst Dairy in Portland , Me., know who we were. We still run into

Cream.

EMILY HONIG/THE COLBY ECHO

that now that we're trying to grow
into New York state and so forth, I
think you have to almost have a gut
feel and busin ess common sens e,
more than intellectual sense, to be
honest. It's somethin g you don 't
learn in college, although we've all
gone through college. You really
need to have just a desire to succeed
and let nothing stand in your way.
E: What's your favorite flavor of

ice cream?

J: My favorite flavor of ice cream
- my all time favorite - would be
Pistachio Nut. We use real pistachio
nuts. Moose Tracks is right close
behind...Wc'vc made, over the years,
proba bly 25 0 diff erent flavors of ice
cream. But the best-selling ice cream
we have throughout our company is
French Vanilla , and then number two
is Moose Tracks...we've had a lot of

Colby College has hosted an Oak
Fellows, human rights workers chosen by
the Oak Institute each year since 1998.
The Oak Institute, under the direction of
government professor Kenneth Rodman,
brings a Fellow to the college every fall to
share their human rights experience and
advocacy with the Colby community.
However, this year the chosen Oak
Fellow is unable to enter the country
due to visa problems. Raji Sourani, a
Palestinian human rights lawyer, will
not be able teach at Colby as expected. Rodman attributes the problems
to changes in United States security
after 9/11.
Eliza Denoeux, the assistant director
of the Oak Institute, is still working to
bring Sourani , tq Qolby in the fall,
according to,.Rodman. Denoeux was
unable to respond, but Rodman expects a
final decision within the week.

Corrections Board presented Hench with
a different opinion. "Obviously, kidnapping and robbing is considered a violent
offense , but ho hadn't hurt this woman.
She didn 't need any treatment. I don 't
think he had been viewed as n danger,"
said Ford.
After holding a 24-ycar-old woman
at knifepo int , abducting her and then
attempting td rape her, Hackett was
arrested for burglary, aggravated abduction and aggravated sexual assault.

Continued from Page 1
coaches are not essentially d ifferen t from
other employees who support in close
and critical ways the academic mission
of the College."
Responding to concerns raised by the
ongoing study, as we ll as a previous
study by Bowen and James L. Shulman,
"The Game of Life: College Sports and
Educational Values ," Adams last winter
convened tlie Task Force on Athletic
Recrui l ing and Acad emic Performance ,
headed by Professor of Economi cs James
Meehan. The task force submitted a
report and recommendations to Adams
last sprin g, which , along with Adams'
res p onses , are soon to be publicized.
Additionally, recommendations have
been made to tlie athletics department.
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One finding, strengthened by the
exten siv e use of hard data, is that the
problems are surprisingly consistent
across the range of institutions. "One
thing to know about that book is that
there are no exceptions. It's true of every
one of the NESCAC schools - including
Williams [College], which says it isn't
[true] - and including Colby," Professor
of Government and task force member L.
Sandy Maisel said. "A number of the
problems relate to all of the NESCAC
schools, and those of us on the task force
did not believe that we should change
somethin g at Colby which would put our
athletics at a competitive disadvantage."
The statistics . were gathered via
exhaustive studies of athletic programs at
Ivy League universiti es , NESCAC colleges and universities, seven other coed

liberal arts colleges including Carleton
College and Swarthmore College, the
four University Athletic Association universities including Carnegi e Mellon
University and Emory University and
thre e w omen's coll eges: Bryn Mawr
College, Smith Colle ge and Wellesley
College. Additionally, Bowen and Levin
culled information from task force
reports and interviews with college
administrators, coaches and students.
"I think totally focusing on admission s is a mistake ," Maisel said. "What
I' m more concerned about is our guaranteeing that the student athletes we admit
to Colby get a full Colby experience, that
they grow and develo p as people , as
potential leaders and intellectually, as
much as other students do."

PRINCETONREVIEW:Rankvaluequestioned

Ford also explained to Morning
Sentinel Reporter Doug Harlow in
"Police ID murder suspect," printed
Sept. 24, that because Hackett plead
guilty to two of the three felonies, he
was able to strike a plea-bargain ,
which dropped the aggravated sexual
assault charge.
Tlie state of Uinh does have a closed
record policy for civilians, and as a
result , tlio Echo was unable to obtain any
further criminal information on Hackett.

HEADQUARTEKb

The Institute is particularly interested in globe. As a result, the Oak Fellow is
Sourani, said Rodman, because he is "both required to have some contact with studealing with [human rights] abuses by his dents once on campus. The Fellow can
own government and his own country."As teach classes, host discussion groups and
a Palestinian, the two are very distinct
take part in lecture series and sympoSourani is the director of the Palestinian siums. According to Rodman, the Fellow
Center for Human Rights and is a long- is designed to be "an intellectual prestime advocate of Palestinian rights. He is ence on campus."
also the Vice President of tlie Federation
In addition to taking a semester-long
Internationale des Lignes des Droites. break from pressures on the Fellow withAccording to Rodman, he has spent time in his home country, tlie Fellow also
challenging Palestinians to become more receives a few bonus incentives. The
democratic, while at the same time criti- Collegeprovides a stipend,housing,transportation, meals, research support, an
cizing the established legal system.
The purpose of the Oak Fellowship is office and a secretary.
Oak Fellows of previous years have
"two-fold," Rodman said. The first goal
is to give the Fellow a well-deserved come from equally tumultuous situations
break from their professional toils. The as Sourani. Last year's Fellow, Ushari
Oak Fellow is typically chosen for hav- Mahmud, works to fight human rights
ing promoted human rights at some abuses in war-ravaged Sudan. In 2001 the
degree of personal risk. The semester- college hosted Sevdie Ahmeti, the colong sabbatical proyides- 'thr ee to four founder of the.Centre for the Protection of
Womenand Children in Prishtine, Kosovo.'
months to recharge," Rodman said.
For next fall, the Institute is looking foi;
The second purpose of the Oak
Fellowship is to expose students to someone with a background in human
human rights issues from around the rights work in East or Southeast Asia.

ATHLETICS:Collegeawaitsforthcomingtaskforcerecommendations

HACKETT:Chargestobereadat arraignment
Continued from Page 1

she should be there."
Like many other mentoring opportunities, CCAK is an on-site program,
where Colby students work with kids "on
their turf," Laurits said. "This is so successful and popular with kids because
they are not being thrown lots of new
things at once. They're bringing some~
~
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.
one into their own circle of comfort."
- ¦" ¦ '
Eric Laurits 02
. program-K
;.><_s
Students who are interviewed and That's what great about this
selected by CCAK at the beginning of very dynamic. It's always changing
each fall semester work with children in because the kids are always changing.' ,,
the extended Waterville area, working
Speaking also on behalf of the recentwith local schools like the Hall School ly created South End Coalition, Laurits
and Waterville Junior High, and other said that the brainchild of Tracy Schloss
schools in China and Benton.
'03--the South End Teen Center—is
"It's getting to be very big," Laurits aimed at improving the notoriously
added. "The model that was setup a cou- rough south end of Waterville.
ple of years ago [at Colby] is now being
"They're trying to get a bunch of difemulated in other parts of the country. ferent programs going there," Laurits
It's catching like wildfire."
said. As an after school program, the
Launts said that the 83 applicants he coalition-employed Center intends to
accepted this year participate in a range keep teenagers from wandering the
of onsite, mentee-specific activities. streets after classes end.
Depending on the child's needs—social,
Other volunteer groups include Best
academic, emotional—the mentor and Buddies, Colby Emergency Resp onse
mentee will spend time "playing with (CER), Environmental Education,
other kids at recess or working on math Habitat for Humanity, Learning
problems. Most sites," he continued, Differences & Physical Disabilities
"like to have some social time, some per- Support Group, the South End Coalition
sonal time and some academic time. It's and the Rotarac Club.
focused on what the mentee needs most.

Continued from Page 1
company conducts among students at
the chosen colleges. Although the
rankings promise to give an "unbiased
and uncensorcd view of the chosen
colleges ," since the surveys arc taken
only by a limited number of students, it
is , neverthel ess, unclear how balanced
and scientific their methods can be.
According to Dean of Admissions
nnd Financial Aid Parker Beverage,
the survey offers no reasons to schools
for the rankings , providing little
means for self-improvement,
With regard to the poor financial aid
ranking, Beverage noted that ho knew
nothing about tlie means by which the
survey was taken, though he felt it probably was not scientific. The poor ranking wns , however , "disappointing," he
said , as is any negative press.
Beverage noted that Colby employs
independent experts to evaluate the
admissions and financial aid office every
five years. Coincidcntnlly, those five
years arc now up and the office will have
an objective means of self-evaluation
when tlio report arrives in May.
On tho other hand , Director of
Dining Services VaninAvasthi said that
he was pleased about the high ranking
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of food services.

Like Beverage , Avnsthi was quick
to point out that he doesn 't know any

of the criteria for the Princeton
Review's ranking, or even when the
survey took place, He said that this is
evidence that the dining halls are great
nil year long, rather than for a twoweek stretch as it might be if it was
known when the surveys were.
According to Avasthi, the ranking—the highest so far in this category—is testament to the success of
emp loyees as well ns student relationships. He also said that the goal of providing "quality driven , restaurant
style " dining halls might have also
contributed to tho high ranking.
Avasthi hopes to continue Dinin
o
Services' winning trend with
now
features and idcos this year. One
new
feature will be "carved meats,
which
will be carved right in front of
tho
student s," he said. To maintain
and
preserve the current rcstaurant-liko
aspects, employees will g0
0«t to
restaurants and try new
dishei
Avasthi said that the student
bodv
could look forward to
surprises t„
come throughout tho y onr at
nil throe
lV0
dining halls.
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Continued from Page 1

KATE RUSSO/THE COLBY ECHO

WilliamR. Cotter Distinguished Teaching Professor of Government Kenneth Rodman spoke to a body of roughly 100 students and facultyon the exaggerated politicalperspectivesof the International Criminal Court in thef irst in a series cf
ihree lectures sponsored by Colby Alumni William Goldfarb.
While many believe that the creation of an Internationa l Criminal Court would serve the world relationsjusticethrough
prosecuting what since the Nuremberg trails after WWII has been called "crimes against humanity," the Bush administration sees the ICC as a threat because it means that U.S. soldiers and diplomat s could potentially be tried in other countries,
Rodman explained. "...The Bush administration attributes to the court either power it does not have or power it is unlikely
to exercise. And as a result its stance representsan unnecessary compromise of a systemthat may be able to make some
contribution to justice in some cases. By contrast, the hitman rights community and other suppor ters of the ICC tend to . .
over estimate the degree to which courts can knead outjusticeindependently of politicsand they underestimat ethe
need...to compromisejustice, at least prosecutorial j'ustice,for other diplomatic or peace making roles, " Rodman said.

tions, only29haveownofficespacB
CLUBS: Of roughly150organiza
Continued from Page 1
Movement for Global Justice, said. "We're
attempting to organize things and bring in
educational materials, and it would be
helpful if we could have a space to keep
things for Movement, such as posters and
banners. For right now Four Winds has
been so kind as to let us share their office."
New clubs hold a minimal chance of
acquiring an office. "It's unusual for a
brand new club to get a club space.
There's so f ew on campus, and very few
become available," said Hallen, accord-

ing to whom there is currently a very
small space empty in Goddard-Hodgkins,
which will soon be open to applications.
Organizations will have to give information about their club and explain how an
office would be a benefit.
"We had over 150 people sign up at the
Activities Fair, and with that number of
people you need an office to be organized.
We can't run it out of someone's room,
which is what we've been doing," Jen
Coliflores '06, Co-President of the Filipino
Club, which was formed last year, said.
There are no immediate plans for cre-

ating more club space on campus. "In our
current structure, we're maxed out for club
space,"Hallen said. "As new buildings are
developed and offices are restructured,
there may be an opportunity for a club to
inherit something. There are no promises
right now; that remains to be seen. We do
the best with what we have."
"Hopefully in the future there would
be plans for new space," Stanton said.
"We're always having to think about a
better, more inclusive environment."

enforcement or the judicial board, must
be reported.
Colby Security has a brochure that outlines its policies. An insert in the brochure
has the crime statistics for the past three
years. Other information in the 16-page
brochure includes information on officer
training, services offered to the community, access information, policies and laws
on alcohol, and safety tips for students.
Director of Security Pete Chenevert
said, "We have booklets available in
admissions, we hand them- out to freshmen and we have them in stock."
In addition to publishing the crime statistics in the Security Booklet, the statistics are given to the Board of Education,
published in the Student Handbook and
on the security web site [http://www.
colby.edu/personnel/security/stats.html].
Security and any "official of an institution who has significant responsibility
for student and campus activities" must
report incidents. Pastoral and professional counselors do not report incidents.
The Clery Act requires that schools
make "timely warnings" to the campus
community about crimes that pose an
ongoing threat Chenevert said that security attempts to have notices around campus
within hours of an incident, which exceeds
the vague deadlines of the act
The act also demands that a crime log
be kept and made public. The Echo publishes the security blotter and they are
available at security. The log includes the
nature of the incident, the date and time
of the incident and the location if known.
There is no list of incidents that must be
reported in the daily log.
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CLERY AGT:
New crime statistics

MURDE R/NON-NEGLIGENT:
2001:Campus: 0 Halls: 0 WTLV:0
2002: Campus:0 Halls: 0 WTLV:0
MURDER/NEGLIGENT:
2001:Campus: 0 Halls: 0 WTLV:0
2002: Campus:0 Halls: 0 WTLV:0
SEXUALASSAULT/FORCIBLE
200i:Campus: 1 Halls: 1 WTLV:5
2002: Campus:4 Halls: 4 WTLV:8
Comments:
ROBBERY:
Stolerr CDs' arid ' "'
2Q(2i:Campus: 0 Halls: 0 WTLV;7 ^7 7
'
Lact0 SSe stick
2002: Campus:0 Halls: 0 WTLV97 7 7
Three Skowhegan
AGGRAVATEDASSUALTr Y7
youths
200i:Campus: 0 Halls: 0 WTLV:4
Gas cap taken from
2002: Campus:0 Halls: 0 WTLV:17
vehicle
BURGLARY:
2QQl:Campus:lHalls: 1 WTLV:110
Open Container
2002: Campus:6 H al l s:6 WTLV:77 '
MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT:
200i:Campus: 1 Halls: 0 WTLV:20
Released to room.
2002: Campus: 0 Halls: 0 WTLV:29
Illness
LARCENY:
Underage consump2001-.Campus: 48 Halls:29 WTLV:535
tion/ Drug violation
2002: Campu s:57 Halls:22 WTLV:458
Items stolen from
HATE CRIMES:
trunk room
2Q01:Campus: 1 Halls: 0 WTLV:0
2002: Campus:0 Halls: 0 WTLV.-O
3 exit lights broken
ARSON:
Underage consumptior
2QQl:Campus: 1 Halls: 1 WTLV:1
Drug violation
2002: CampusiO Halls: 0 WTLV:0
Minor accident with
LI QUOR LAWVIOLATIONS:
Jitney
2001:21
2QQ2:12
DRUG LAWVIOLATIONS:
2001 : 1
2002:0
WEAPONS LAWVI OLATIONS:
2001 :0
2fiQ2:0
For 2003 stats check the security website.: littpi/Avww.colby.edu/personnel/security/statS.mml

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log September 2003
Date :

Nature:

¦
'larceny •- '•-

9/22 ' "

Time:

¦
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Trespassing

¦

Location:

Disposition:
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9/23

9:08 p.'m.

' Hiliside Lot

Security

Larceny

9/24

7:36 p.m.

Hillside Lot

Security

Citation

9/24

11:35 a.m.

Outside Cotter

Deans Office

Medical Response 9/25

10:10 p.m.

On Campus

Security

Citations (4)

9/25

11:46 p.m.

Leonard Hall

Deans Office

Larceny

9/26

6:36 p.m.

Marriner Hall

Vandalism
Citation
Citations (2)
Auto Accident

9/27
9/28
9/28
9/28

11:53 p.m.
12:10 a.m.
1:50 a.m.
7:10 a.m.
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Union

WTVL
Police/Deans
Office
Foss Hall
Deans Office
Student Center
Deans Office
Averill Hall
Deans Office
Hights Road
WTVL
Police/Security
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Check the Echo website today for breaking news on the
arraignment of Edward Hackett. www.colby.edu/echo
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Snle Hours: Open 0 n.in. -i) p.m., Friday niul Saturday; 10 n.m.-G p.m. Sunday
Directions: JFK Mali , 10 Memorial Drive , Waterville , Maine. Take F.xlt 311 off 1-95.
From the south , tnko a rlfllit oil the ramp. From tho north , go left.
' It 's V/»iH«r to the JFK Mali.
g
Sor ry, wo arc unnhlo to redeem l..l..l'.li>an Gift Cortlllcatos and
$
-j
"OAP coupons at tlio Wa rehouse Sale.
.
g

ALL SALES FINAL

5

WE ACCEPT CREDIT CARDS

42 Elm St.

HOURS: SUNDAY - THURSDAY
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Multitasking in the dining halls,
loud music and missed readings

EDITORIALS
Tbe College should invest in keypads for the library
That Presidents' Council recently passed a motion to make the Miller
Library accessible at night only by keycard access is a prevalent issue now,
more than ever,and the College should make the necessary effort to ensure that
this recommendation is not put on the back burner.
7
Concerns of dorm presidents and their constituents cited at the Sept. 14
meeting,were largely that students would feel a false sense of security by having the system in place. While it is true that Colby students, in the recent past,
have not felt unsafe on campus, nor particularly hi Miller Library,the murder
of Dawn Rossignol has effectively negated any naive impression of Colby as a
place withdrawn from all crime—not to mention the rape of a Bates student last
year in the bathroom of an academic" build, which prompted SGA President
Derek Taff '04 and Vice-PresidentJosh. German '04 to make safety in academic buildings one of their top priorities during elections last spring,
Rossignol's murder is an enormous threat to the community and the College
has the resources and obligation to make its students safe. Because the school
knows the threats, it cannot deny the obligation to enforce safety measures.
While the community is wary of taking any precautions that would further
distance the Waterville community from campus, this, too, should not be a
deterrent. The safety of students is a more pertinent issue than the possibility of
Waterville civilians wanting to use the library between the hours bf 11p.m. and
7 a.m., and by contacting the librarian, they still have that option.
The $13,000 cost of installing the keycard access system on Miller Library
is high, but worth the expenditure. Of course, the system will not eliminate all
threats for students who choose to study late at night, and it is still important
for students to he vigilant, but it is the duty of the College to protect students
wherever security can feasibly be provided.
The Echo encourages the administration and security to proceed with these
plans in the most determined and efficient way. While SGA found it to be an
important issue only three'weeks ago, it seems unavoidable now.
Thank you, Police
With the countless hours of investigation and constant inquisition by the

press , the State, Waterville and Oakland Police deserve hearty gratitude from

the Colby community for restoring, to the best of their ability, a sense of safety and peace. The arrest of Edward Hackett within only a week of Rossignol's
death is proof of the conviction of these departments. ¦
Given the severity of the crime, the police played a huge role in keeping the
Colby co mmunity abreast of the latest details , more so than an impressionable
community should expect on such a controversial investigation.By holding a
press conference on Colby soil and specifically inviting the College community,
police officials acknowledged the community's need to hear the truth firsthand.
Though members of the Colby Community,the Waterville community and
the press might be discouraged by the lack of evidence and case details provided by Lt. Timothy Doyle and Waterville Chief of Police John Morris, the
communityneeds to bear in mind that this evidence is assuredly there, and to provide Hackett with a fair trial, we need to respect the decision to impound this
¦ ¦¦ - ¦ ;
¦¦" '
• •• >-i> •
information.- > ¦ - ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦¦
"^
''•-Aside from the 'investi'gatfeti .rthe Waterville police in particular played an
,
integral part in making stodents>feel .safe; on c&rnpus:after Rossignol's murder.
They provided an extra presence on campus, specifically during the evening
when overseeing the parking lots.
The Echo would also like to thank the State and Waterville Police
Departments, particularly Doyle and Morris, for being attentive to our
questions and concerns as amateur journalists and spokespersons' for the
Colby community.

By Steven Weinberg
Studying-at Colby is all about
finding your scene. Does pollination actually turn you on? Maybe
Olin is your reading room. Are you
all about not writing because you
just wanna paint and sculpt, but
then they throw some bogus "Art
History" courses at you? Then you
should find Bixler. Do neither
apply to you? Are you the default
Colby student, destined to enter the
business world, advertising or law?
Then enjoy your Miller.
I'm probably a Miller guy, but I
like to pretend I'm above the whole
library class structure. I find the
libraries too quiet, too full of things
to study, so empty of distractions.
Libraries are wonderful if you are

BODY BY JAKE

By Mike Hildebrandt
• I was laughing to myself, thinking
about a funny experience I had
recently been subjected to, when I
realized that everyone was staring at
me. Damnit! I'm allowing myself to
be consumed by absent musings in
the middle of my senior seminar
again! My parents are concerned that

By GREG LUSK
STAFF WRITER

Colby, possibly more so than any
other time in its history, has become
increasingly tied with the Waterville
community. Before the move from
the center of Waterville to
Mayflower Hill , Colby students
mingled with town locals on a regular basis. The town got to know us,
and we knew them. The College and
the town were a community more
connected than today. Yet the move
from town to the Hill changed this.
We are now in "the bubble", separate and higher than those who live
below us. In some senses, this gave
us a false sense of security: our daily
life consists of never leaving a mile
wide campus.
When we do venture into the city,
our interactions arc limited. We hap-

WITH JEFF WONG
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A first year swept into our room and,
in the same tone as Columbus claiming the new world, said, "This is
Continued on Page 5
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Continued on Page 5

I won't have enough credits to graduate, and when I am posed with the
question, "So, what are you going to
DO after college?" I reply—with a
smirk on my face confirming that I
cover my qualms about my dim
future with bad wittiness—"...a lot."
I have decided to be serious for
the rest of this semester. I am
going to buckle down and do work
each night for at least one hour. I
am going to stop laughing in the
middle of class. I am going to stop
sleeping with my course readings
over my face hoping that the information will seep into my brain
through the age-old cliche of
osmotic studying. I am .going to

graduate, DAD!
But wait! What is this?! A letter
from an old roommate who graduated last year? What does he have to
say? How is his job? How is he getting along in that "real world" I am
hearing so much about? I'll let him
tell you; it may change your life:
"Hello guys;
• "I -just wanted to let-you know
that I'm currently hanging out in
the seventh circle of hell, which I
am fondly referring to as Java land.
Yes... Java land. Java land is a
place where liberal arts students go
to pay for their mortal sin of not
Continued on Page 5

Moving up the Hill, Colby has moved
away from positive relations in town

By Ed Smith

¦¦' ¦•—»•¦—— ¦¦
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can sit along elegant tables, lit with
adjustable lighting, and study and
eat; study and eat; eat and study;

study about Allen Ginsberg and his
overuse of the semicolon and then
eat some more.
Hypothetically, at the dining hall
study environment, I can read for
my American Politics class an hour
before the class begins. Breakfast
will be consumed gracefully alongside civil liberties and soon I'll be
confusing "Jonathan Ashcroft"
with "this old French toast isn't as
soft. " Or, so I would theorize.
But there is one flaw to my dining hall study theory. I call it
LENSR, or Loud Early Nineties
Soft Rock. Dana dining hall likes to
blast its early nineties soft rock
after the official closing of the dining hall. It's their little "get the hell
out of here" without having to say
"hell." This music hates me. It
wants only to tear my dedicated
mind away from the study of government I love so dearly.
Essentially as I try to read and
listen to the LENSR at the same
time, the textbook and LENSR are
having a conversation. I am con-

Liberal arts education lacks p ost
graduate "Java Land " know-how

those "COLLEGE" t-shirts? They're
the coolest.
Last Thursday, a few of my friends
were hanging out in the Alfond Senior
Apartments, throwing die, watching
the "Most Extreme Elimination
Challenge"—totally laid back. There
was a bang on the door as it flew open.

People hate first years. Well, not all
people. Mostly upperclassmen, And it
seems that the older you get, the more
you hate the first years. You hear seniors
saying tilings like, "Why do the first
years suck so much? We were never like
this."That's not really the case though.
It's not that the first years arc getting
lamer, nor that wc were totally sophisticated three years ago. It's just that each
year you understand a little better that
college is not "Animal House."
Have you seen first years wearing

Howard Hughes and want a sterile
place to live and study. Are you
Howard Hughes?
I am not Howard Hughes. I harbor
no delusional fascinations with
gigantic wooden airplanes. My delusional fascinations lie in the beauty
of the dining hall study environment.
This is the fanciful place where one
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pily greet the cashier at Wal-Mart,
and we may know the name of that
nice lady at Pad Thai, but most of us
don't have any type of prolonged
interaction with the town. This is
becoming increasingly problematic.
We are perceived by the townspeople
as something totally different than
what we are and for good reason.
The Morning Sentinel portrayed us
as binge drinking alcoholics in one
article published after Loudness.
Another recent headline read, "Colby
Bubble Bursts." Although the bubble
hasn 't burst, there are definitely
some holes.
With the closing of our Health
Center, particularly during the weekend nights, wc have put an enormous
burden on the public services of
Waterville. They arc having a. difficult time compensating for this.
Their emergency response team was
¦
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Students on th e Street
i
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not designed to handle our occasional alcoholic mishaps. Colby does not
pay taxes, but for the last few years
they have been making payments so
the local emergency response teams
can purchase another ambulance.
These donations started long before
the Health Center closed and the
ambulance will not be fully paid off
until another few years.
The local residents of Waterville
don't know that we are attempting to
help the ambulance service. All they
know is what they read in the paper
and what they see around town. Our
image is tainted. I was having my
hair cut on Main St. and got into my
first conversation of length with a
Waterville local. She was deeply concerned about Colby and its effect on
Waterville. From what she had read

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
By C.W. Bassett

Students on
the Street "
So, my editors want to confuse
the student body by holding their
elderly columnist up to the slings
and arrows of strangers by featuring
poor Bassett in their regular feature,
"Students on the Street." Those who
are pictured answering the inane
question of super-empowering me
are strangers, except for Sisson, who
learned everything he knows about
the semicolon from me.
The rest of the answers are odd
("Wanker-Vision"—a British colloquialism that is funny only to
Limeys), an expression of disbelief
from Brandy Lipton '05 (Lipton,
Lipton—is she a tea-besotted
Limey?) that English teachers might
even deserve superpowers, and two
comments upon my alleged fondness for an occasional whiff of malt.
Sisson actually doesn't give a rat's
tush about my liver, but more on
him later.
Most dishearten ing to me.was that
gaggle of senior women who think
that I would encourage under-age
drinking. I defy those harpies to
point to ONE under-age drinker who
I have ever corrupted with an offer of
illegal malt; I realize that no drinking-age requirements were posted on
the sloop HERO, but the crew were
abstainers to a person. So underage,
schmunder age. Whatever, I card
before I allow youthful members of
my circle to address Sam Adams
with me.
All this being said.. I admit a
PERSONAL fondness for a very
occasional glass of beer on a warm
summer's day. No wine, my "nose"
too unrefined for the real grape. The
beer critics in this newspaper are a
little like wine people, with their
aftertastes and head-heights, but
they blow everything by referring
constantly to their "favorite"—
Natty Light. '
Lord, lord—Natty Light. That
horse has kidney trouble.
But back to Sisson, the admitted
admirer of Ronald Reagan, "The
Great Communicator." America is
"Reagan Country," shouts a poster
on Sisson 's wall (though not on the
Street). Sisson wants more robust
political debate at Colby, a dangerous anti-liberalism that would have
not been popular on the HERO.
Baptists are just a wee bit doctrinaire, sorta like the pinko Colby professors- who preach to a choir of
pinko students.
Old Jack does have a point , however ultimately inconsequential as it
may be. Somebody here should
have the guts to defend the present
presidency, though I couldn 't do it,
whiz-bang speaker that I am. What
worries me less than it docs Sisson
is the future. Most Colby graduates
go on to become lawyers and investment bankers and physicians—none
Continued on Page 5
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WHO Wants Cake
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On JIa ti&lehce:-: a guide f or students

By Steven Weinberg

MEDICALADVICE FROM GARRISON
HEALTHCENTER

Melanie Thompson, MP, MPH

NOTE: IHE OPINIONS EXPRESSED IN THIS COMIC STRIP ARE THOSE OF THE ARTIST AND ARE NOT NECESSAHIiy SHARED BY THE ECHO.

WEINBERG:MichaelBoltonsingssongsoflove,not of studying
Continued from Page 4
LENSR responds now, acting
fusedly sitting and listening to the
two banter.
extra-sensual: "I watch you as you
sleep, I'm jealous of the night."
This is how it goes:
The textbook casually nods to
Now the textbook becomes worLENSR and explains: "Until the ried. It begin s to r efere n ce
1960s, American's constitutional Supreme court cases: "The Court
rights were conf ined largely to those also ruled in 2001 (Kyllo v. United
enumerated in the Bill of Rights."
States) that police may not use a
LENSR responds, without cares thermal imaging devices in order to
for trivial problems, caring only for detect whether unusual heat
the two's hearts: "If I could con- sources are found in a home."
quer time, I'd love you day and
LENSR doesn't care about the
night/And make this moment last, Supreme Court: "There isn't' time
baby all my life."
enough to see it all through/
The textbook tri es to make Forever ain't enough to give my
another point: "Physician-assisted love to you."
suicide, for example, is seen as a
See, all that made no sense. It's
humane act by its proponents."
just confusing. My government

reading simply cannot coexist with
Michael Bolton singing, "Forever
Isn't Long Enough." When the two
are j ammed into my h ead , anyon e's
head, neither helps anyone out. I
can 't feel Bolton 's pain and I can 't
understand how the legal notion of
privacy has evolved in America.
A fter trying to study in Dana , I
realize there is a reason that
Hughes and the rest of Colby lock
thems elves into san it ary, distraction free worlds. They both know
that sometimes work has to get
done and Michael Bolton won't
help you learn about government.

,youwereoncefirs
SMITH AND WONG: upperclassmen
tyearstoo

Continued from Page 4

where the party is!"
At that moment I realized the
amount of disgust seniors had for me
three years ago. We all stared blankly
at him, and it was written all over his
face just how proud of himself he
was. When we remained unresponsive, a girl popped up from behind
him to take charge. She laid her
cards out on the table: "Look, I've
got 30 freshmen behind me. We can
make a party."
She clearly expected us to jump at
this opportunity. What could be cooler
than partying with 30 total strangers
who, half an hour ago, were pounding
down shots of vodka in their one room
triple? But then reality sank in, and
before I could say, "Hell yeah!" my
friend asked the million dollar question.
"Did you bring beer?"
"No," she said,
"Then get the hell out!" was the
response. For just a moment I felt a tinge
of sympathy, but then we laughed. A lot.
A more serious first year faux pas
occurred to a good friend of mine (let's
call him A. St. Pierre. No, that's too

obvious. Let's call him;Adam SO during
Loudness._ ,OaFi3t,Row,we wer,e watching the "scene'': of the outdoor dance.
While standing there, a husky freshman
on crutches purposefully bumped into
Adam S, who tried to defuse the situation, which is fairly uncharacteristic for
him, by making a joke.
"You must be a Yankees fan." This

What could be
cooler than partying with 30 total
strangers who,
half an hour ago,
were pounding
down shots of
vodka in their one
room triple?
was funny because Adam, an avid Red
Sox fan, had just witnessed the
Yankees' 0-11 loss to the Red Sox.
The humor was lost on the inebriated

powder keg, so he;responded by.scowling .and . looking) A:.jSt,,Piprre in, the. eye
while he said through gritted teeth,
"Yes, I am."
This remark was followed by a
head-butt. Keep in mind this was not
your typical, affectionate head-butt
exchanged between friends and family. This was a "from the waist"—he
got the abs into it-full body headbutt. Aside from being the most
impressive head-butt I've seen in a
while, this violent response was
totally out of place on the Colby
campus. Perhaps he just hadn 't
learned the art of Civil Discourse like
the rest of the student body.
My reaction to this episode was
similar to my reaction in the apartments. Who are these people? You
might find yourself saying the same
thing. But remember, you were a first
year once, too. Didn't you storm out of
AMS in a drunken rage because your
roommate ate all your Easy Mac and
swear that you would never forget it.
First year is the time to'make an ass of
yourself. So the moral is: Give a hoot,
don 't pollute.

STUDENTSON THE $] Ml Besponding
to
, arrows
,andBritishjokes
Colbystudents'slings

Continued from Page 4

of these occupations bastions of liberalism. Oh sure, maybe some academics, but they 'll "corrupt" the next
generation no more than this one
has been.
Buck, finally to what superpower I
would grant C. W. Bassett. I'd like to
tench a class of Colby' students who
left preparatory school with a faint
glimmer of the mechanical skills
necessary for good papers, a glimmer
not unlike that induced by Nntty

Light. Real scholars, like Shipyard
people, know the difference between
"each other" and "one another." Sam
Adams drinkers say "different from,"
not "different than."
And , hey, what the hell IS
"Wanker-Vision," you frightening
Brits? Is it the same vision ns that
induced by Natty Light? Hey, stop
drinking from plastic cups nnd join
the Rcngon administration. Or is it
the Bush administration? I'll know
more when I finish my Octoborfcst.

~^)
_... ,
^
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I'm talking about flatus, not car
fuel. Flatus is the air or gas in.the
intestines. The passage of that gas is
called flatulence. You would be surprised how much gas-passing is normal. The average person passes gas
eight to 20 times a day. Flatulence is
usually only a problem when the gas
happens frequently and is accompanied by abdominal cramping or
smells foul which is whenever it's
not yourself doing the passing, right?
You should first realize that some
flatulence is normal. It is a result of
swallowing air, esp ecially if you eat
or drink quickly. Another cause of
gas in the intestines is the digestive
pr ocess, which relies on bacteria to
break down food residues. Some
foods produce more intestinal gas
than others. Medicines that cause
constipation can make gas more frequent or painful. And as with many
things, stress can exacerbate painful symptoms such as the reduction of
gas/bloating.
antacids with simethicone.
Recognizing that you are swallowIf you were left in suspense from
ing air is the first step in controlling my recent diarrhea article, you may
the habit of swallowing air. Chew have experienced increased stress
your food longer and sip fluids slow- just waiting for this week's diagnoly. Try to avoid frequent sighing and sis: Irritable Bowel Syndrome (or
IBS). IBS is a disorder in which the
chewing gum.
A change in diet can also help you intestine overreacts to a variety of
have less intestinal gas. Try to eat a signals, such as food, hormonal
more varied diet and avoid foods that ch anges, stress and medications. This
cause flatulence. These foods vary can lead to spasm or stretching of the
from person to person, but the fol- intestine and enhanced sensitivity of
lowing foods commonly produce gas th e nerves, causing a person to have

You should realize
that some flatulence is normal. It
is a result of swallowing air , especially if you eat or
drink quickly.

abdominal pain, diarrhea and/or constipation, bloating/gas, or any combination of these symptoms. It is a
common, non-life-threatening illness. Don't succumb to "medical students'
syndrome"—that
is,
identifying with whichever disorder
we are studying this week. Many
people have intermittent fluctuations
in bowel habits over time. To really
have a syndrome (a constellation of
symptoms), signs should occur over
a prolonged time period. To have
Irritable Bowel Syndrome, symptoms must be present for at least 12
weeks, not necessarily consecutively,
within the past 12 months.
Buzzwords for IBS include:
—abdominal pain relieved with
defecation or passing gas
—pain onset associated with
change in stool frequency
—pain onset associated with
change in stool form or appearance
Other supporting criteria include:
—abnormal stool frequency
—abnormal stool form (lumpy or
hard, loose or watery)
—abnormal stool passage (straining, urgency)
—bloating or feeling distention
What can you do if you suspect
IBS? See your health care provider to
eliminate the possibility of serious
disorders. Your provider might suggest you first keep a record of what
food/activities trigger your symptoms. In medicine we don't actually
say that there is a "cure" for IBS, but
there are several ways to "manage"
it. See your health care provider for
suggestions or use one of the following resources:
www.iffgd.org (the International
Foundation
for
Functional
Gastrointestinal Disorders)
www.acg.gi.org (the American
College of Gastroenterology)

ruminations
JAVA LAND:LetterfromColbyalumnussparkspost-Colby

Continued from Page 4

taking computer programmi n g an d

engineering in college. My purgar
torial duties are into 'their second
week of progress and I really am
deep ly sorry for going to a p lace
where English, art, and econ
majors are the norm.
"Will someone please tell me
how to 'call the sefFormMode,
using the UPDATE mode constant
of the UlController class as an
argument...' While you're at it, go
ahead and explain pc load letter.
What the hell's pc load letter any-

way? Unbelievable. And I thought
French, was tough, ¦,,,; .,.- , y y , .. „y„ .
"Your loving Colby Grad,
"Timmy"
poop!
I
am
a liberal arts stuOh,
dent. I don't have to work because
I don't have a bona fide chance in
the 'Veal world" without a graduate degree anyway. So instead of
working hard now so that I can
work hard after I graduate, which
would just mean that I had to work
hard to realize that working hard is
the only thing that will allow me to
work hard, I will just laugh my

way through class and wait until
graduate school or a job , training
program to learn what I really
need to know. I can 't wait for
senior night tonight! I'm going to
ask my professor if we can
reschedule our class, or at least if
we can have class in the pub. I
mean, come on! What is senior
year all about anyway?
COLL-EGE!

LUSK:Whathappenswhengoodfencesmakeforbadneighbors

Continued from Page 4

in the news, she assumed we had a
huge alcohol problem. She said to
me, "You people have a problem up
there, huh?" and followed that up
with, "You all drive around fancy
cars, and you 're dumping problems
on us." What was I supposed to say
to that? That she should feel lucky
wc provide business to the restau-

• Qualit y Vision Cauij
Ol'
ANO MANAOl'MliNT
• TUI>.TRHATMUNT
Oculah DlSIiASI!

;Contact Lijnsus

rants in town? That I am giving her
$10 to cut my hair?
No, I could not say any of these
things. Although we do provide jobs
and do give some businesses a
boost, we do not expel a great image
to the town. We do drive around in
nice cars with the sound blaring. We
do abuse public resources. And,
when we're drunk , we piss on resi-

dents' lawns when we are too lazy
and drunk to go anywhere else.
Recent events have made the community relations so important that
we need to reconsider how we interact with our community. I learned
something from my first Waterville
haircut: we need to come together
with our community. It will be better for all of us.
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in many people:
—dairy products (except yogurt)
—some vegetables, dry beans,
such as those used in baked beans or
chili, cauliflower, peas, brussel
sprouts, broccoli, and cabbage.
Mushrooms and onions are a problem for some people.
-—bran and whole grains
—fruits like pears, apples and
peaches
—carbonated beverages, sparkling
drinks and beer
" '
—.dried fruits
—sugar substitutes in sugar-free
foods and candies; for example, sorbitol
A change in eating habits and diet
usually takes care of most gas problems. Many nonprescription medicines are available to help reduce
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The Roots will highlight an exciting semester f romSPB

this week

By EMMA McCANDLESS

i THURSDAY, OCT. 2

A&E EDIT OR

I • Vorzca (Jazz *IHo)
8 p.m.
Maty Low Coffeehouse
• SGA Film: LegallyBlonde2
9:30 p.m.
Arey 005

FRIDAY, OCT. 3

;

• International Coffee Hour
4:30 -6 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• SGAFiha: LegallyBlonde 2
7 and 9:30 p.m.
' Arey 005
• Latino Poetry Night
' 7 p.m
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• SGA Film: LegallyBlonde 2
7 and 9:30 p.m.
Arey 005
SATURDAY, OCT.4
• Slicesof Life Festival of 10I
minutePlays
'

7:30 p.m.
Strider Theater

• The Roots
8 p.m.
Fieldhouse
• SGA Film: LegallyBlonde 2
7 and 9:30 p.m.
Arey 005

I

The Social Programming Board
has an exciting fall schedule ahead
as far as live music events are concerned. Having already brought acts
such as Pete Francis to campus this
semester, SPB live music chair
Jonathan Bastian '06 said he is
looking forward to a lively semester
of high profile bands bringing quality music to Colby.
"I am pleased that Tom Rogers
[.¦04], the Coffeehouse Chair, and I
will have presented a concert series
that ranges from bluegrass to hiphop,"Bastian said.
The schedule will kick off with
The Roots, who will perform in the
Alfond Athletic Center field house
Oct. 4. Bastian said that the Roots
concert will be the biggest in Colby
history. "It's definitely the largest
and most expensive show that
Colby's ever had," he said. "It's
also possible that it will be the
largest show in terms of turnout as
well." Tickets have been on sale all
this week and last week in Cotter
Union, and Bastian said he is anticipating a great crowd.
"The Roots are one of the most
well-known groups nationally and
internationally," Bastian said.
"They were rated in Rolling Stone

as one of the top 20 live performing
acts still touring. I think this will be
a really popular show."
Bastian said he is not concerned
that the Roots concert will be a
repeat of last fall's performance by
Jurassic Five, another well-known
hip-hop group.
"[The Roots] bring so much
more to, the table than your basic
hip-hop group," Bastian said. "They
haye found a way to creatively
blend jazz and soul influences into a
distinctive sound."
Opening for The Roots will be
the group Toots and the Maytals.
"Many have argued that Toots and
the Maytals are sort of the creators
of reggae," Bastian said. "They
should be a really good act too."
In November, The Slip will
return to Colby. That concert will be
held in Foss dining hall.
"The Slip played here about two
or three yiears ago," Bastian said,
"and I think they were pretty popular on campus. They recently performed at the Boneroo Festival in
Tennessee, in front of hundreds of
thousands of people. They're a
great group."
Broscoe, a new wave jam band
who got their start at Brown
University, will be opening for The
Slip. "They're one of the most
exciting college bands I've been

WWW.THEROOTS.COM

The Roots will appear on campus this Saturday. It will be the most expensive concert in Colby history.
exposed to," Bastian said. "They've
got an extremely loyal fan base
along the east coast."
For December Loudness, Bastien
said he is looking forward to bringing the group John Brown's Body to
campus. This New-York based reg-

gae band should carry on the lively
music of The Roots, Toots and th e
Maytals, and The Slip through to
the end of the semester.
Looking ahead to next semester,
Bastian said he is not surp exactly
what groups will be featured on

Scout turns in disappoin ting show

Beer Review
Falling f or f all beers

By EMMA McCANDLESS
A&E EDITOR

Although the live music events on
campus this semester have, for the most
part, been enthusiastically received by
large and eager audiences, last Saturday
night in the Spa proved that there are
always exceptions. The New York Citybased indie rock band Scout took the
stage before an audience that didn't number much more than 15 people, and
turned in an adequate but hardly noteworthy performance. .
The band had a very mellow attitude
about them and didn 't seem very phased
by the small audience. "Hi gang, we re
Scout," they said as they nonchalandy
took the stage a few minutes late. The
audience laughed and hopes rose for a
quality concert.
However, those hopes were soon disappointed. Scout's indie rock sound is by
turns chill, powerful and intense, but it is
never truly original. The most notable

element about the music seemed to be

that it was reminiscent of the soundtrack
to a stereotypical teen angst movie—
loud and fast with an angry edge. After
three or four numbers, all the songs
began to sound very much the same.
Throughout the concert, the band
sounded more like of a group of high
school kids j amming in someone 's
garage than a group of professional
musicians. They hardly ever smiled or
looked excited to be performing, Rather,

By BILL YOUNKER
CONIRBUIWGWRnER

As the winds grow crisper, the days grow shorter, the
temperature drops and the leaves turn pretty colors, the
brewers start putting out their fall brews. We got cozy
with Sam Adams' Octoberfest 'and Geary's Autumn Ale.
This-jweek's-paneh-consisted-of been erithusiasts-Danny
Donov an ,'04, Andy Lizotte '04,. Josh Cleaver '04 and
Tam ps T noan f' t d

WWW.SCOUriSABAND.COM

Scout, a New York-based indie band, performed in the Spa Saturday.
they were constantly scowling in concentration, as if they are more focused on
"getting it right" and looking like a band
than on enjoying their art and their
music. The passion and excitement that
characterize good live performances
were sorely missing in Scout's case.
That is not to say that Scout does not
have talent. They do, Lead singer and
guitarist Ashen Keilyn's vocals are deep
and rich; her smoky alto voice is perhaps
the most distinctive tiling about Scout's
music. Particularly good was her blendin g with guitarist Steve Shiltz on
"Believe Me When I Tell You," which
was the best of the numbers Scout performed on Saturday. Drummer Nigel

Rawles is also very good—his few drum
solos met with scattered applause from
the audience on Saturday. The band's
debut album, "It Seemed Like a Good
Idea at the Time," has received rave
reviews, as has their follow-up album,
"This Soft Life."
However, it seems that despite their
skill and growing p opularity as recording
artists, Scout still has quite a bit of learning and growing to do as live performers.
They are still relatively young, and have
a rapidly growing fan base. My guess is
that with time and experience, Scout will
develop the same skill as live performers

that they have already demonstrated as
recording artists.

"Slices of Life " kicks off theater season
By EMMA McCANDLESS
A&E EDITOR

The 2003-2004 Department of
Theater & Dance season will kick off
this weekend with "The Slices of Life
Festival of 10-Minute Plays."
"The 10-minutc play form is not all
thnt new, but when compared to the
wealth of dramatic literature over the
course of history, it is relatively in its
infancy," snid tho ' show's artistic director, Theater & Dance Technical Director
John Ervin. "Within tlie last couple of
decades, it has become nn immensely
popular piny form nt regional theaters
and colleges and universities."
Ervin snid that he believes tlie newfound popularity of 10-minuto plays is
due largely to increasingly sophisticated
audiences. Ho compared watching a
series of 10-minntc plnys to watching
several television commercials,
"In two minutes of commercials, we
con experience between four ' ond ' eight
complete stories," Ervin said, "Wo
instantly process this information and
compnro it with our moral philosophies.
Yet we also keep these stories from
being confused with tho broader narrative of the program being temporarily
Interrupted. Processing n dozen or more
performances in the span of nn hour's

campus, but said that variety is one
of his priorities. "The clear goal in
mind was to bring in a large array of
musical talent that will fully represent the musical tastes of all Colby
students," Bastian said. .

TV-wntchmg is hardly the act of a simple mind." "Slices of Life" will feature
six 10-minute plays, three of which are
written by professional playwrights.

The first of the plnys to be presented
is "Mrs. Sorkcn" by Christopher
Duran g, Ervin called this play "n very
funny stud y of tlie etymology of thenter,

fenturing one of tlie nicest retro-50's
Indies you'll ever meet."
Tho second piece, "Andre's Mother"
by Torrance McNnlly, is a poignant look
at moving on nnd letting go in tlie fnee
of dentil. This particular piny "should
prove to bo cspecinlly poignant ns we all
try to recover from the trngic loss of
Dnwn Rossignol," Ervin snid.
"Lives of the Great Wnitresscs" by
Nina Slicngold takes an honest, humanizing and unconventional look a typical
worWng-ctoss waitress.
Tho other three ploys to be presented
nre the ' work of students, nnd Ervin snid
thnt tills is dno of tlio main reasons tho
department is staging the "Slices of
Life" festival. "The opportunity to place
original works on stngo, allowing them
to stand on their foot alongside plnys by
woll-cstnblishcd writers, is nn invnlunblo
experience which will ccrtninly contribute to tlie future well-being of tlio
theatrical art form itself" ho said,
Brcilyn Brantley '04 will present "Tho

Perfect Date,"which Ervin said is a look

at two roommates who compare notes
with each oilier as they each prepare for
a big date.
Michael Hepburn 's '04 "The Little
Things" reflects on that momcnt'in life
where tlie inevitability of growing up
forces people to chose between friends
nnd love interests.
The final piny, "Grim" by
Christopher Kloko of Emmanuel
College is "a trogicomic fantasy on hospitalization, clowning, nnd sclf-imnge—
or is it?" Ervin snid. Ho added that
Kloko was a nntionnl winner in last
year 's Kennedy Center American
College Theater . Festival 10-Mimite
Plnywrighting Competition. Colby 's
production of "Grim" marks tho debut
performance of tho play, which Ervin
said Kloko is entering in . this yenr's
competition!
In addition to Ervin, the vnrlous plnys
in "Slices of Life" will bo directed by
Associate Professor nnd Chnir of
Theater and Danco Joylynn Wing,

Assistnnt Professor of Theater nnd

Dnnco Lnurn Chnkrnvnrly Box nnd
Adjunct Professor of Theater nnd Dnnco
Tinn Wcntzoi.
Tho fcstlvnl will bo on Oct. 3 nnd 4 in
Stridor Theater and will . begin nt 7:30
p.m. onch night. Admission is ftm

The first beer the panelists tried gSgSg
was Sam Adams' Octoberfest. ||5mffi
Lizotte is an English major, so we £slfl
weren't surprised when he was rafe
the first to comment, and com- j S j | p
ment verbosely.
wSkIP
"It has a reddish amber |$Qffij||
glow...kind of like iced tea," $Hraf|
Lizotte said. "Wow, this is Jnmra|
really awesome. I don 't think
j ^^^f
I've had this since last j mH 8 $ g m m
October," he added with a aJBTOwia
touch of nostalgia,
IfflfSSraM
Donovan also appreciat- mBmSSSSS
ed the Sam Adams brew.
|9|t|£Wjj|
"Twelve ounces is not mSj SKm
enough for this beer, they omHHH
need to come in 24-ounce rjHMwmH
sized bottles," he said.
OT^^w
Lizotte wished to add ^^M
more about the Sam's flavor. 'msIbJBw
"It sort of reminds me of fIggPSis
Newcastle," he said.
to^H|
Donovan agreed. "Yeah, vBfflflBfl
^IB">
but it's much sweeter," lie said,
Lizotte conceded with oxymoronic rhetoric, "Yes, sweeter, but milder."
Logan, however, was not as impressed as his fellow
panelists were,
"It's full of flavor nnd there's no lingering aftertnste,
but I don't know, it sort of just tastes like n fnncy Natty,"
he snid.
Clcnver was inclined to agree, "It doesn 't taste like a
Sam Adams' nt all, but that's good, because it maintains
the quality of Sam Adam 's," he said. He then added , "It's
drastic enough that you know you're drinking something

different than a standard Sam's."
The group then sampled the Geary 's Autumn Ale.
Lizotte quickly lapsed into his literary critic's mindset,
stating, "The label is stark, like the cover of a Stephen
King novel."
Donovan was more interested in beer's the flavor.
"The aftertaste is the part I don't like. I'm going to see
how the middle half goes, becaifee
.;~.-I.'m .r:not.rliking v .this_r- soniewhat
metallic aftertaste," he said.
. Once again, Logan_ and7Cleaver
[ had a different take on the beer's
|taste. "The Geary's is way more
I enjoyable than the Sam Adam's. I
1 was going to give the Sam's an
j | eight out of 10, but now that I've
h tasted the Geary's, I'm giving the
« Geary's a nine and a half and
Skbl dropping the Sam's down to a
seven," Logan said.
Cleaver agreed with Logan
on preferring the Geary's,
but said that he didn't find
the disparity quite as drastic.
"The Geary's definitely
has more flavor, but I couldn 't drink a lot of these, It's a
little too bitter for my taste,
but I'd still put it over the
Sam's, Both are enjoyable,"
he said.
It seemed that panelists
could not see eye to eye on
rating these two beers. The
Sam Adams Octoberfest
offered a subtler flavor without a pestering aftertaste,
which the panelists liked. The
Geary's, on the other hand , provided much
richer flavor, but the panel warned that its aftertaste
could be too much for some beer drinkers.
The ultimate decision of the panel was that this week's
contest is a draw. At $6.79 and $6.35 a case respectively,
wc suggest you sample both the Sam Adams Octoberfest
and the Geary's Autumn Ale and figure out which one of
these two excellent beers will help make your fall more
enjoyable.

Fall music f aculty recital goes
f romthe sublime to the ridiculous
By SUSAN FRANCIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Saturday evening brought the music
department's fnll faculty concert nt 7:30
p.m , in the Given Auditorium. The
already wonderful sotting, designed for
just such performances, wns enhanced
thoroughly by tlio music nnd tlio musicians, who wore onlhusinstic throughout
the evening. .
To open the concert, Applied Music
Associate Riok Bishop nnd Director of
Band Activities Eric Thomas performed
two ducts! Tlio first was composed by
Bishop, tlio .second by Thomas. Each
plcco wns remarkable as it combined
electric bnss (juitar with ri higher-pitched

wind instrument (first clarinet , then
soprano snxophone), nnd both were wcllrcccivcd by the nudienco.
The third piece, entitled "In
Mcmoriam ," wns composed by
Associate Professor . of Music Jonnthnn
HnNstrom as a tribute to the memory of
Tom Takcmitsu. Combining computcrnltercd violin music with nmplilicd violin—played by Applied Music Associate
Mary Jo Carlson—Hnllstrom created a
powerfully moving piece. Carlson
seemed moved almost to tears as she
drew her bow ncross tho strings of her
violin , us were mnny of tho nudienco
members, myself Included,
Aflcr n henvonly piece performed by
Applied Music Associates Scbstinn
Jorosch on trombone nnd Cheryl Tschnnz

on pinno, tho Snnkofn Afncnn Music
Ensemble elicited strong emotions with.
traditional West African music.
- "Wo will toko you on a journey, if you
arc willing," said one of tlio musicians,
nnd tho group certainly kept ,this
promise. As tho beat of tlio music took
hold of tlio nudienco and spread tlirough
the room , it wns ensy to feci closer to
those nround mo nnd to the music. The
rhythm of the bnss, particularly tlie
drums , wns physically tnngiblo tlirough
tlio floor, carrying up through my feet
and into my body. Tlio trip was cmolionnlly charged and extremely powerful.
The concert .' maintained these higlv,
standards ns It continued with two pieces
.' :.
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"Cat's Cradle:" Making sense of life
with humor , skill and a fake religion
MUST-READ BOOKS

FOR THE COLLEGE STUDENT
By Andy Lizotte

"All of the things I am about to tell
you are shameless lies." This is a key
tenet of Kurt Vonnegut's "Cat's Cradle,"
a novel that attempts to glean some sort
of sense from the madness of the human
condition and the complex relationships
through.which an individual interacts
with the world. However, this search for
order and 'understanding is complicated
by Vonnegut's equivocal treatment of the
nature of being and his sense that at the
center of the human experience is "the
heartbreaking necessity of lying about
reality, and the heartbreaking impossibility of lying about it."
Maybe I shouldn't have begun by discussing "Cat's Cradle" in existential
terms; this book is one of the funniest
pieces of writing you'll ever read, and
that goes for most of Vonnegut's work.
(I'd also suggest "God Bless You, Mr.
Rosewater" and "Breakfast of
Champions," which are both hilarious.)
Through the course of the novel the cast
of characters ranges from Nobel
Laureate rocket scientists to Ukrainian
dancing midgets, and somehow it all
makes perfect sense.

Kurt Vonnegut
Cat 's Cradle

One of the great strengths of the novel
is that issues of existentialism and the
human condition are conflated with
Vonnegut's typically quirky plot, and
that it all, freakishly, flows together surprisingly well. Subsequently, Vonnegut
succeeds in presenting some very dark,
apocalyptic material as being Iaugh-outloud funny.
At the core of the novel is
Bokononism, a faux religion in which
the narrator becomes deeply involved.
The narrator himself begins the book by
researching the whereabouts and activities of important Americans on the day
that the atom bomb was dropped on
Hiroshima, and through his inquiries-^and a series of events too ridiculous and

.. "SPOTLIGHT OM^ THE ARTS
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detailed to elaborate here—becomes
involved in the lives of the Hoenikker
children, whose father is recognized as
being the creator of the atom bomb.
The novel tracks: the narrator 's
progress in writing his novel as he travels from Ilium, New York to the tiny
Caribbean nation of San Lopez, where
he becomes deeply involved with
Bokononism, and eventually becomes
the leader of the nation's people.
Bokononism, in the novel, is
Vonnegut's device for tearing into issues
of human existence and thought. The
made-up religion reflects Vonnegut's
consideration of the human paradox with
his usual unflinching candor: that we are
lying to ourselves and creating our own
importance, but how can we believe ourselves if we know that we are lying?
Bokononism embraces this paradox;
indeed, the religion is founded on accepting that the religion itself is all lies.
The novel begins with the waniing
that "anyone unable to understand how a
useful religion can be founded on lies
will not understand this book," and I'll
end this review of the novel by agreeing
with that warning. Vonnegut is probably
one of the more well-known and playful
atheists in American literature today,and
his tone isn't for everyone. But if you
want to really have fun reading a book
that will poke fun at you and the way you
think, then read "Cat's Cradle." I
promise it won't hurt too much.

from Thomas' play "Xplorations," performed as duets on the viola and cello.
Applied Music Associate Carl
Dimow closed the concert with one of
his self-composed pieces, "It's not the
heat, it's the humidor," performed on a
ukulele built from a cigar box. As he
drew the instrument from its case,
Dimow warned the audience of the
imminent hilarity we were about to witness. He suggested that the concert's
title should have been "From the
Sublime to the Ridiculous." However,
Dimow shortly proved that, despite the

~
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Given the fact that Marc ,
Attiyeh '04 is not a theater
major or minor, he spends quite a bit of time in Runnals
Union. The senior computer
science major-and mathemat- ,
ics minor has been a familiar
face on the Colby stage since
his first year on campus.
Attiyeh's first venture into
theater , at Colby came in
January of his first year, when
he participated in Powder and
Wig's One-Act Festival. "It .
was nice because I got to meet
everyone [in the theater community] and get to know them
better," Attiyeh said.
The friendships he made
working on the One-Act
Festival kept him coming
back for more. He eventually
became a key leader of Powder
» and Wig, serving as the group's
social chair last year and as
vice-president this year."
Not one semester has gone by
that has not seen Attiyeh play a
major part in theatrical production at Colby. In the spring of
his first year, he ' appeared in
Powder and Wig's "Never
Swim Alone." As a sophomore,
he went on to perform leading
roles in the department-produced "The Winter's Tale" and
the Powder and Wig show
"Wait Until Dark," stealing the
spotlight in both roles.
In his junior year, Attiyeh
directed the Powder and Wig
production "12 Angry Men"
and acted in the Dinner Theater
show "Sylvia" in the spring.
Currently, he is involved in
another Dinner Theater production, "Barefoot in the Park,"
which will go up on campus

instrument's small
size and amusingly
appearance,
his
music was nothing
short of sublime.
The concert was
well-attended by
both the greater
Waterville community and Colby stuWWW.PALOSVERDES.COW
dents and faculty, The music department turned out a great fall recital.
and was enioved
by all. At the close of the concert, the sary even to approach the faculty perapplause was nearly deafening, and formers and thank them personally for
many of the attendees found it neces- die fabulous performances.

-

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"Once Upon A Time In Mexico"
is an action-packed thriller that features an impressive cast. Antonio
Banderas, Johnny Depp, William
Dafoe, Salma Hayek, Mickey
Rourke, Cheech - Marin, and even
Enrique Iglesias star as the myriad
and complicated characters.
Banderas is El Mariachi, the mythical guitar-slinging gunman hero
from "Desperado" (1995), who takes
on William Dafoe's character,
Barillo, the leader of a vicious drug
cartel ,in Mexico. The setting and tlie
cinematography of Mexico displayed
in the film are almost surreal, and are
juxtaposed nicely with the complicated, fast-paced battle scenes.
"Mexico" picks up where
"Desperado" left off, with the ongoing battle between El Mariachi and
his nemesis General Marquez, a
psychotic former general hired in
this film by Barillo. Barillo wants to
topple the current government in a
makeshift coup d'etat in order to
protect his drug business. Depp's

character, an ambiguous CIA agent,
locates El Mariachi in order to use
him to kill General Marquez after
he has killed the president, to prevent Marquez from seizing power.
As complicated as this plotline
already seems, it is only the beginning, as the characters reveal themselves to be more, less or completely
different from the way they initially
appear. Betrayal after betrayal and
complete reversals of character are
rampant as El Mariachi and his fellow mariachis Fideo (Marco
Leonard!) and Lorenzo (Iglesias)
fight alongside the people of Mexico
during the Day of the Dead celebration, creating chaotic and violentthough also very artistic-scenes.
Simultaneous with the violence,
there are also two concurrent love
stories, between El Mariachi and
his dead wife (Salmn Hayek), who
was killed by Marquez , and
between Depp and the daughter of
Barillo. Frequent flashbacks tp the
time El Mariachi spent with his
wife and daughter punctuate the
film, and deepen the insight into
Mnriachi's character, while Depp 's
relationship with Barilla 's daughter
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Nevertheless, Attiyeh said, '.
he greatly enjoyed his turn at
running the show from the
director 's chair, when he directed "12 Angry Men" last year.
"When they say directors die
a thousand deaths, that's an
understatement," Attiyeh said.
"I kind of picked it up as I went
along. Every week I'd discover
some new responsibility."
In spite of the work that went into his directorial debut,
Attiyeh said it was all worth it
once the show went up. "I can't .
describe the feeling of opening night," he said. "Sitting in the
audience watching it all work. It
was such a great feeling. I can 't
say I'd do it again, but I am glad
I did it."
Whatever the future may
hold, one thing is certain:
Attiyeh is a talented actor who
will continue to delight Colby
audiences this year.

CD Review

vmNMoa.coM
Once Upon A Time in Mexico" is a not-to-be-missed action drama.

Overall , "Once Upon A Time In
adds confusion.
One of the , main themes of the Mexico" is a very entertaining film
film seems to be El Mnriachi's gui- and I would recommend it to just
tar playing as he and his band use about anyone, though there is a bit
their guitars both as disguise and as of gore and some very graphically
devious weapons. In a number of violent scenes. Sec it for the music,
scenes, El Mariachi plays sad and see it for the complex plot, see it for
very Latino influenced guitar lines, the fight scenes, but perhaps not for
adding nn often poignant nnd some- any sort of moral, as the film's only
times relaxing feel to the film 's weak point is thnt it seems to lack
quality soundtrack.
just that.
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later this semester.
"It's fun,'really,"Attiyeh said
of his theatrical exploits. "I
enjoy the people I meet, the
camaraderie that - goes on in
rehearsals. It's especially great
when students come together,
build a . set and put on a show
from scratch."
Despite the vast amounts of
effort that Attiyeh must put into
every production, he says he
doesn't regret a moment of it.
"It's always stressful, but in the
end it's really rewarding," he
said. "It's definitely worth it."
Attiyeh first became interested in . acting in high school,
s where, he says, after stage-managing a school production he
realized "tech stuff's not really
for me." He said that while
building sets can be fun and
behind-the-scenes-work is interesting, he feels happiest in front
of an audience.
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FACULTY:Fallconcertprovesa delightfulandentertainingmusicaltreat
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For his latest musical endeavor,
Rufus Wainwright cut thirty tracks in
six months. He has chosen 14 of them
for the Sept. 23 release, "Want One "
The album 's remaining 16 tracks will
be released in a companion album ,
"Want Two," early next year.
Wainwright explains, '"Wont One'
is a presentable, accessible entity;
'Want Two' will have some of tlie
more daunting tracks, tlie operatic,
weird stuff, some heavy numbers that
relate to my classical sensibilities."
Followers of Wainwright's music

Followers of
Wainwri ght 's music
will be pleased that
he has retained the
wry , introspective ,
often satirical lyrics
of his previous two
albums.
will be pleased that he hns rotnined the
wry, introspective, often satirical lyrics
of his previous two albums, "Rufus
Wainwright" of 1998 nnd "Poses" of
2002. Lnmenting not-so-subtly about
loneliness nnd past mistakes, he builds
thp nlbum, it seems, on his newfound
sobriety from nlcohol nnd hard drugs.
Whether it is n dirge of solitude, ns in ,
"But why'd you have to brenk nil my
heart?/Coiildn't you hnve snved n little
bit of it?/Why'd you hnvo to brenk nil
my hcart?/Coukln't you havo snved n
minor pnrt?" or n playful look nt chemIcnl wnywnrdncss, such . as, "Pretty
things , so what if I like pretty
tliingsV/Prctty lies, so whntj f I like
pretty lies?" Wainwright expresses
intimate emotions in n . refined ,
thought-provoking fashion,
"Wnnt Ono" moves nwny from the

Rufus Wainwright
Wan t One
Vice Records

previous two albums, however, in its

scale of production. It includes a much
more music-laden style of music than
Wainwright' s fans may be used to.
Utilizing a full orchestra in "Dinner at
Eight ," and "Natasha," an d both an
orchestra and the London Oratory
Choir on "Vibrate," his music is full,
without detracting from his trndemnrk
silky vocals. Many of his songs nre
still quite minimalist, only his voice
and n piano.
Sevcrnl songs stnnd out in this
beautifully crafted nlbum, "I Don 't
Know What It Is," wns written nt a

party for The Strokes at which

Wainwright ruminated on what it
moans to hnvo that nil-important "it"
quality. Its radio-friendly pop sound is
cntchy, while the lyrics nre wry and
intelligent. "14th Street," is nn up b eat
testimonial to nnyonc who has loved
and lost. Lovon Holm (of Thc Bnnd)
adds his expertise on drums. Other fenturcd guest artists include fnmed guitarist Chnrlie Sexton on "Wnnt," nnd
The Kick Moms, who provide ndclitionnl brass on "Harvester of Henrts"
nnd "Beautiful Child."
In its most basic sense, "Wnnt One"
is about stmggling to find one's bearings, Wainwright's lyrics reflect , tlie
Idea of rediscovering the world nnd
seeing his own life anew. Ho retains
tho ability to cvoko strong emotion
with minimal accompaniment and nlso
chooses to go in the direction of epic,
symphonic pieces Hint hit hnrd. It is n
stunning, strikingly honest album.

Women's tennis slammed by Tufts,
meets goals in Regional tournament
By LINDSAY BARADA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The past two weeks of tennis competitions proved a challenge to the
Colby women's tennis team (0-2) as
they faced opponents Bowdoin College
Sept.17, Tufts University Sept. 20 and
competed at the Intercollegiate Tennis
Association (ITA) Regional tournament held at Bowdoin Sept. 26
through Sept. 28.
Bowdoin, ranked 17 nationally,
defeated the Mules, ranked 30, 8-1 in
the first match of the team's fall season. Allison Dunn '07 walked away
with the lone win by defeating Alexis
Bawden '04 6-4, 3-6, 7-5.
Colby, ranked ninth within the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference, faced Tufts last Saturday.
The Jumbos are ranked eighth in the
nation and third within the NESCAC.
Although the final result was a 0-9 loss
for the Mules, Coach Michael Morgan
said, "Especially with a large portion
of our team abroad I'm not worried
about the scores. We were focused on
the accomplishment of our goals and I
was very pleased with the girls' success. It was a big step in learning
things for themselves."
The Mules faced a strong team and a
solid returning Jumbo lineup. In the
highlight match of the day, Dunn faced
Jennifer Lejb '05, ranked eighteenth in
singles play. In a three-hour battle of
epic proportions, Lejb narrowly escaped
a loss when she took the third set 6-4
after winning her first set 6-4 and losing

her second 3-6.
The team traveled to Brunswick, Me.
this past weekend to participate in the
ITA Regionals. The tournament determines the best singles player and double partners from all three N.C.A.A.
Divisions, the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics; as .well as
players from junior and community colleges. Teams participate in a smattering
of events that take place throughout the
fall season to determine the singles
champion and doubles champion,
both automatically qualify for the ITA
National Small College Championships.
Co-Captain Nikki Patel '05, playing
in the two-spot, lost in the singles first
round to opponent Rachel Holt '07 of
Amherst College. Holt took the match,
winning both sets, 6-0.
Playing in Colby's top spot, Dunn
defeated Jamie Weiss '07 of Wheaton
College in the first singles round in
two sets, winning the first one 7-5 and
then decimating Weiss in the second
set, 6-0. Although Dunn proceeded to
the second round for singles, she was
stopped short by Williams' Julie
Mallory,who is ranked 31 in the nation.
Despite the similar ability of both players, Dunn lost by a narrow margin of 62 in her first set and 6-3 in her second.
"We came up against some really
stiff competition, yet played really
well and there was marked improvement between the two [games],"Patel
said. "We have a few juniors abroad
who will be returning for the spring
season which left a few spots on the of
the ladder."

In doubles competition Patel and
Dunn teamed up to face opponents
Lauren Kemp '05 and Ashley Kilgore
'05 of Smith College. Kemp and
Kilgore managed to beat Patel and
Dunn, winning the match 8-0.
Ultimately, host Bowdoin earned the
Division III Women's New England
Championship title.
Morgan was pleased with how his
team played at the tournament. He said
they had "accomplished many of the
goals that they, had been striving for."
The women had been working on their
foot speed and footwork during this past
week in practice and the singles' players
utilized this tactic in their garnet. Morgan
explained, "We're working on our attacking doubles game, and while it will take
a lot of time to become comfortable with
this strategy, the girls have done a fantastic job so far. The discipline among the
singles players has been superb as well.
The entire team's fitness is great, they're
in fantastic shape and training hard."
Patel said, "Our coach pushes us hard
but at the same time a lot of the drive
comes just from the team wanting to be
,
that much better."
"We.are a very small team.," Patel continued. "With only eight players this fall,
plus the three returning in the spring from
abroad. This has provided us with the
chance to really bond with one another and
create a really tight-knit team atmosphere."
The Mules will face Amherst, ranked
fourth in the nation, this Saturday on the
Lord Jeff's turf in Amherst, Mass. at 11 a.m.

Unwind:y oga-r leaxes tody and mind
By ALEXA UNDAUER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

One of the fitness trends thai has
gained popularity in recent years is
yoga, and the Alfond Athletic Center
hosts a popular classes.
Yoga, meaning "union" in Sanskrit,
is a discipline that works to strengthen
the mind, body and spirit through a
series of poses, or Asanas. Originating
in India around 500 B.C., yoga is currently embraced as a practice that not
only increases strength and endurance,
but also has a calming affect on the
practitioner, similar to what one would
experience during meditation or tai chi.
Students interested in participating
are welcome to attend classes at their
convenience, and are provided with
mats on which to sit and perform the
various poses. While there are some
students that regularly attend, many
go sporadically. Generally 15 students
attend morning sessions, while afternoon sessions can see as many as thirty
students, with attendance increasing
during the winter months. Classes
begin with simpler poses and become
more difficult over the course of the
hour, with the last several mmutes
spent in the "corpse pose" in which the
body is completely relaxed.
At Colby, the classes are instructed
by two students, Andrea Nicoletti '04
and Callie McDowell '06, each of
whom have extensive experience with
yoga. Nicoletti has taught Colby's
yoga course for two years in addition
to instructing summer programs, and
McDowell has taught at Colby for
almost a year. Nicoletti, who acqu ired

Cross-country takes f if t hin weekend Bates
tourney, starts training f or Tuf ts invitational
due to health issues, opening up the
fifth spot to some other hungry runCONTRIBUTING WRITER
ners. Fred Bailey '07 ran a strong race,
finally, earning the scoring position for
Colby's men and women both ran which he had been fighting.
to fifth place team finishes in
McEl yea 's result did not bother
Saturday's Bates College Invitational Head Coach Todd Coffin '83 at all.
tournament. The men edged out "Peyton wanted to run with Nat, and
Brandeis University, Middlebury nqtjjavirig a partner for the first two
College and Arrihefst College among miles "may have distracted him," he
others in their thirteen-team race, and said. Reinauer added, "Even those of
the women outran Wellesley College, us that did not race very well were
Bates College and University of excited with what the team did."
Southern Maine among others in their There is strong competition for the
twelve-team race.
fifth spot on the team, which makes
Bates' home course presented an for some healthy inter-squad battles at
interesting challenge to the Mule har- this point in the season. Amherst was
riers. "It was a rolling, grassy course, weaker than expected this last week,
probably not the best for a speed guy," electing not to run all of their top five
Peyton McElyea '05 said. A 1,500- men. Coffin said, "If you take a pit
meter track runner, he had trouble stop, you have to expect to get passed.
delivering his usual performance on We'll take the win."
such hilly terrain. Instead Tri-Captain
This race was the team s first look at
Nat Brown '04 took over the top slot intrastate rival Bates, which surprised
for Colby and helped the team by fin- the Mules with their second place finishing 13 overall with a time of 27:16 ish, right behind Williams. When the
over the eight-kilometer course. state meet rolls around, the Mules will
Usually known for his work in the late have seen all their competition in racing
season, Brown impressed his team- situations and will be better prepared.
mates, who were pleased to see him in
The women's goal was to get as
the top 15 as early as September. Jeff close to Wesleyan as they could; they
Alden '07 21, and Tri-Captain Eric finished one place behind them ,
Reinauer !04 fought tlirough ham- accomplishing their task. They benestring problems to snare 27. Tri- fited from another great race from
Captain John Tyson '04 was sidelined Karina Johnson '05, who proved once
By JOHN DeBRUICKER

again she can run with the
best of New England by placing eighth overall with a time
of 23:26 on the six-kilometer
course. Jessica Minty '06
took 20th, Tri-Captain Mary
Phelps '04 moved up in the
ranks from last week to 28
arid , AlHson C^gbill;J.Q7
improved to fourth on the
team with a 42 overall finish.
Hillary Easter '06 did not
have her usual race, falling
back to fifth on the team.
Women's coach Debrah
Aitken continues to be
impressed with her team 's
depth. Last week's winner of
the sub-varsity race, Becky
Evans '04, came up to displace several varsity runners
and finished sixth for Colby.
Betsy Littlefield '07 and
COURTESY OF STEWART TURNER
Kirsten Davis '07 each con Women s' cross country fightsfor position.
tinue to put up competitive
numbers. The front seven, even on Colby could surprise a number of
this long course, have increasingly teams in the coming weeks,
close times, which makes for good
Both teams have next weekend off,
team racing.
and tough training sessions are in
Tri-Captain Lindsay Antolino '04 store for the next few days. When the
noted, "One of our biggest strengths Mules toe the line Oct. 4 at tlie Tufts
right now is our depth . We've got a University Invitational, they will have
lot of strong runners who work well been through some serious physical
together ns n pnek." With the group fine-tuning and will be rendy to give
growing nnd running closer together, 100 percent.

SOCCER: PUSHES ON Weather a problem for golf in
Continued from Page 10
second half of the game we failed
to compete at the level wc arc capable of. To beat n team like
Middlebury we need to have all of
our guys working at our top level,
there was n let-down nt points and
it gave them a few opportunities
they capitalized on."
This week mnrks the beginning
of n very importnnt stretch of gnmes
for the Mules. The Mules head into
n tough weekend, with a game
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. nt Wesleyan
University (2-3-0, 1-2-0 NESCAC),
followed by n gnmc Sunday at 1
p.m, at Williams College (3-1-1, 20-1 NESCAC). Both contests nre
key games for Colby ns the Mules
continues their push to qualify for
the NESCAC tournnment.
Spring Brenk 2004!
Travel witli Bench Life Vacations!
Ainericn's Best Student Toiir
Operator!
Jamaica, Cancun, Acaputco,
Bnhumns, Florida.
Soil Tr-ips, Enni Cnsh, TVnvol Frcol
Hurry—Book Now!
call 1-800-733-6347
www.beiichlifevncntions.com

Williamstown; second round cancelled
By RYANGLENNON and
LARRYDAGROSA

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR AND CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Colby golf team made some
hondwny this weekend nt the nbbrcvintcd New England Small College
Athletic Conference championship in
Willinmstown , Mnss. The sqund
found themselves in the middle of the
pnek nftcr 18 holes nnd were looking
to mnko s6me moves when the tournnment was cut short duo to rnin.
After two very disappointing tournnments , the tenm pulled themselves
out of the bottom spot to finish seventh out of 10 nt the championship,
Hnmilton College took first place with
Brian Willinms '05, for the second
yenr, shooting the lowest round of the
tournnment. With good rounds by CoCnptnins Bill Yoiinkor '04 and Greg
Dupuy '04, the Mules were nblo to
stny competitive.
The, NESCAC tournnment consistently fields n strong group of
players. Willinms College lias won
the tournament for the prist three

years, but lacked the depth of
Hamilton in 2003. Held at the benutiful Tnconic Golf Club nt Willinms ,
this yenr 's tournnment saw some
excellent play considering the difficult conditions. The course, n
6,640-yard par 71 is rated as one of
the top 100 in the world. Saturd ay's
windy conditions mndc things hairy
off the tec. These type of conditions
that should hnve favored Williams
clue to their familiarity with tho
course. This year, however, the
Eph s were no match for Hamilton
nnd Amherst, both of whom shot
bettor first rounds.
After the first dny there wore
ninny wenk scores from top competitors nnd tenms , including the
hosting Williams sqund. Colby
ended tho dny in an "okay position ," according to Dupuy, setting
themselves up for n strong second
dny on the links,
''We had n great' opportunity to
miikc a move, but missed our
chance duo to tho rniri," Dupuy said,
After tho rnin cnuscd tho second
dny to bo cancelled , Hnmilton led

the pack with a score of 311 , ahead
of Amherst with 312, the reigning
NESCAC champions for the last
three years, Williams with 318,
Middlebury shot a 321, while
Trinity scored 325. Colby ended the
tournament with n tenm score of
335, just behind in-stntc rival
Bowdoin College, who finished at
326. However, the Mules finished
ahead of Bates College, who ended
with 347. Dupuy led the Mules ' roster with a personal score of 82.
The Mules competed in the Maine
State Championship in Portland on
Sept. 26, whore once again they
faced strong groups, including the
University of Southern Maine and
Husson College, both of, whom tied
for first in tho tournament.
This weekend , Colby hosts two
tournaments here nt tho Wntorville
Country Club: the CBB tournnment Saturday and the Colby
Clnssic Sunday.

her skills in high school, cites her
mother as one of greatest inf luen ces
when it comes to yoga.
"My mom is a yoga guru," she

This sort of perpetually motivat ed attitude is a
wonderful drivi ng
force at Colby,
but yoga f ulfills a
need for personal ly or ient ed
activit y.
Cam McDowell '06
Yoga Instructor

, • •!' h.
explained. McDowell said, "I have
been doing yoga for a little over three
years and have practiced under almost
a dozen different teachers,. which
probably accounts for my more eclectic approach to teaching."
Yoga enthusiasts claim that the skill
has a vast number of benefits. Nicoletti
feels that the emotional benefits of
yoga are the greatest, but also notes that
it tones your muscles and creates stability an d positive mental health.
McDowell said, "When someone who
practices is receptive to the mental
challenges of yoga, it can be an amazing activity to help calm and refocus
the mind in the present."
When asked about th e level of phys-

ical difficulty associated with yoga,
Nicoletti replied, "It doesn't matter
how strong you are," but father how
flexible and balanced one is. She
noted that someone with the body type of
a football player may not be as successful, as another person who may be less
athletic but more flexible, because being
limber is key to performing the poses.
While the positions can be very difficult, with practice all students with an
open mind can benefit from the physical and emotional aspects of yoga. In
addition, Nicoletti notes that at the
very least, yoga classes give students
an opportunity to make friends, allows
non-varsity athletes to benefit from
physical activity and participating in a
class is "better than doing a video."
McDowell, most appreciates y oga
for 'its calming effects. "So often , the
mentality at Colby seems to be overwhelmingly active, demanding a lot of
time and energy of students," she said.
"This sort of perpetually motivated
attitude is a wonderful driving force at
Colby, but yoga fulfills a need for personally oriented activity and rest that
sometimes academics, athletics, and
the like cannot fill."
Julia Csikesz '07, who participates
in yoga once or twice a week, agrees
with McDowell's assessment, "During
yoga I don't have to worry about classes or anything else, it is just a time for
me to focus pn my own thoughts and to
relax," she said.
The class meets f o rhourly session
in the aerobics room Monday, through
Friday at 4:30 p.m. as well as Tuesday
and Thursday at 8 a.m.

Mr. October revels in
sports-spectating glory

E/ffTHE SPREllLYY
By Cliff White

Here we are in October, the
month that sports lovers drool
about. Every major sport is going to
be in season this month, which
means that here at Colby, students
most surely will be sleep-deprived
and grades will drop.
Outside the leaves are changing
colors, and the weather is beautiful.
Inside, no one cares. Between the
Red Sox and the Yankees both making postseason appearances, football
well underway, the hockey and basketball seasons starting and the riveting series Playmakers on ESPN,
I'm going to be logging some serious time on the futon this month .
As you can see, there's a lot to
write about. Permit me to start with
baseball , my personal favorite. This
season 's playoffs are something
thnt every fan can be truly excited
about. It seems like the aura surrounding the Yankees hns faded to
the point where people seem to
think that every team has n chance to
win it all this season. Well, they're
wrong. The Yankees have quietly
reworked their roster using nil the
money they could spend nnd nre set
up to make another run long into
October. On a side note to those who
expect me to hntc the Ynnkccs just
bocnuse they spend n lot of money:
Sure, I ¦feel guilty when the Ynnks
buy p layers like Jnson Giambi and
Jose Contrerns , but for every one of
those players, there is a Derek Jeter,
n Bernie Willinms , Alfonso Sorinno,
Pctlitte , Posada and Rivera. I
believe that a salary cap will benefit
the competitiveness of the league,
Until thnt dny I remain n Ynnlcce fnn,
oncl after thnt day I will still bo n
Yankee fnn.
Okay, to continue...
My roommate seems to think that
Barry Bonds enn single-handedly drag
the Giants into the World Scries, but I
think (along with , I might ndd , ESPN
bascbnll exports Karl Rnvcch and
Harold Reynolds) thnt"San Fran" is
tho tenm most likely to got upset in
tho division scries, The bent nround
campus is thnt tho Red Sox hnvo n
fairly decent chance this yenr. I mean
this sincerely. Best of hick to all you
Boston fans. Hope to sec you in the
American League Conference Scries,
Moving on, I nm loving tho current

NFL season. The term "any given
Sunday" seems to be in full application. There is no longer any such
thing as a guaranteed win. The season
is so short that it becomes totally
unpredictable. And everyone is having a blast. This is more fun than
nude polka dancing, in front "of Ted
Williams ' frozen head! Sorry about
that one, BoSox fans; maybe I got a
little carried away...
To be honest, I'm really not looking forward to the basketball season.
It's going to be a one-team season.
All eyes will be on the Lakers, with

Between the Red
Sox and the
Yankees both
making postseason appearances , football
well underwa y
and the hockey
and basketball
seasons starting... I'm going to
be logging some
serious time on
the futon.
their all-star roster nnd dream tenm
combinations, Basketball is the most
frustrating sport in existence. The final
three minutes of the gnme nro just as
long as the first 45 with the timeouts
and the fouls nil over the place.
Something has to be done about it.
What makes basketball n sport is thnt
the players run around. To have the
outcome of every gnmc depend not on
physical ability, but on foul shooting, is
making basketball no better than any
other qunsi-sport out thoro like curling, bnllroom dnncing or synchronized swimming.
As for hockey, I enn 't wait. I know
the Red Wings and tho Avalanche
will stcnmroll their conference and win
the Stanley Cup, but I'm still excited ns
hell, This is the most exciting sport to
watch on television , with the possible
exception of the now defunct XFL,
Remember "He Unto Mo," hot cheerleaders, nnd those mucous nnnounccrs?
Thinking back on the innocence of it
nil , it rcnlly wasn 't that - bad , wns it ?
Don't get nil nostalgic on me, now,
By the way, I wns joking about
Plnymnkcrs , That show is the epitome
of bad.

Men 's rugby p ounds Bates; women f all short
in David vs. Goliath match against Plymouth
By RYANGLENNON

' ASSIST.SPORTS EDITOR

The men's rugby team beat in-state

nval Bates College
Saturday by a

score of 34-5. Colby came out strong
and fast, but Bates was the first to
score a try. A pass from the Colby
back line resulted in an interception
with an 80-meter return in the first ten
minutes of piay, putting Bates up 5-0.
From then on it was all Colby's game,
and the Mules would allow no more
points the rest of the match, overpowering Bates in almost every facet of
the game. ;
Colby 's offense had a great game as
many different offensive players
scored/ Benson Hyde '04 came out
fierce and showed his intensity as he
spent 10 minutes in the "sin bin" for
not playing nicely with others. Colby
first got on the board when winger
Charles Reed '06 ran one in for the
try. That's when things really started
rolling for Colby, as they owned the
Bobcats f rom that point on, running
Bates into the ground repeatedly.
Andrew Scull '04 suffered a broken
nose in the match after playing a great
game; John Bodansky '06 played well

and scored his first career try for
Colby, but unfortunately his interpretation of the "Lambeau Leap" was
unsuccessful when Bodansky flopped
to the ground. Other points came from
Conor Beliveau '04, Captain Ryan
Lochhead '04, Nate Mylrea '05 and
Irish visiting student Darren Ince who,
according to Lochhead, "really
embodies the attitude of this team. He
plays harder than anyone on the
pitch." Ince ran into the trizone from
15 meters out, ducking under tackles
and making bobcats stop to look for
their jockey straps as he shuffled into
the trizone for the "nicest try of the
game," Lochhead said.
The men next take another in-state
rival, the Bowdoin College Polar
Bears, in Brunswick, Me. Bowdoin is
a good team and this game should
prove to be a great match up.
Meanwhile, the women played a
tough, strong Plymouth State team,
and were ultimately shutout 0-15.
Colby was decimated by injury in
both the front and back lines. Many
veteran players were unable to help
the Mules fight off the Pilgrim attack.
They were, however, able to hold off
Plymouth for the first half, until the

larger, more aggressive Pilgrim team
wore away at the Mules and took
advantage of the injuries that accosted
the Mule team. Brittany Kureth '04
"had a great kicking game at fullback
and saved the team from losing a lot of
ground," according to liana Saxe '05.
Saxe went on to add that "the

STAFF WRITER

. Colby women's soccer (3-2-1)
lost 2-4 Saturday in an away game
against the Middlebury College
Panthers (4-1). Colby started out
strong, going up 2-0 in the beginning of the game. Laura Williamson
'07 scored first, and then Amanda
Walsh '05 tallied with an assist from
Kaitlin Herlihy '06. However,
Panthers forward Brittany Cronin
'05, this week's New England Small
College Athletic Conference Player
of the Week, scored two goals in
three, minutes, killing the Colby
drive, as she tied up the score entering the second half.
"We had a fantastic start to the
Middlebury game," Head Coach Jen
Holsten said. "We were counterattacking with numbers. However,
Middlebury 's comeback with the
two goals hurt our momentum."
The second half was a tough one
for Colby as the team began to lose
direction and motivation. Middlebury 's
Mayo Fujii '05 scored the winning goal
at 55:45. "We were not organized as a
team defensively and Middlebury was
beating us to all of the loose balls,"
Holsten said. Middlebury went on to
score one more goal against the
Mules to put the game away.
"The biggest thing that we need
to look at after this weekend is how

Stephen Kasperski '05

PHOTO COURTESY OF PAUL ROBERTSON

Men's rugby routed Bates in Saturday s' massacre in Lewiston, Me.

The
Wesleyan
University
to earn a lead and hold it, TriCaptain Elizabeth Riley '05 said. Cardinals (1-4) will be the next
"We can't afford to get caught back on NESCAC conference game for the
our heels
2003 Women 's Soccer NESCAC Standin gs
in any of
t h e
W
L T Win% GP GF GA
NESCAC
games. "
1
Bates
2
0
2 .750 4 8 4
Riley and
Middlebury 3
1
0 .750 4 9 3
L i z a
3 . Tufts
2
1
0 .667 3 7 5
Benson
Williams
2
1
0 .667 3 6 4
'07 split
5
Bowdoin
2 i 2
0 .500 4 6 5
the game
Conn. Coll. 2
2
0 .500 4 6 9
in
net.
Trinity
2
2
0 .500 4 5 6
R iley
'2
8
Amherst
1
1 .375 4 6 7
made five
Colby
0
2
1 .167 3 3 6
9
saves in. >r;T0 (' Wesleyan
0 ; 3
0 .000 3 2 9
the first'
half and
Benson
had two saves for the Mules in the Mules Oct. 4 at 11 a.m.
Colby is ranked in die number nine
second half of the game.
The Panthers are now tied for first spot in the NESCAC, with the
place in the NESCAC with the Bates Wesleyan Cardinals below them at
College Bobcats (4-0-2), who were number ten. The teams' proximity in
brought into double overtime tie by rankings should make for an interesting game this weekend in Connecticut.
the Mules two weeks ago.
"The atmosphere on the team
Weather was not a factor for the
Mules as they took the field in the right now is still really positive
pouring cold rain Sept. 23 to take because the fact remains that we
on the St. Joseph's College Monks have everything we need to win out
(2-7). Colby dominated this non- the season," Riley said. "It's just a
conference home game from the matter of putting it all together."
start with the majority of the play in
the Monk's end of the field. The
Mules destroyed the Monks with a
final score of 3-0.

FOOTBALL: Boss takesrevengeon last year's loss with winning kick
Continued from Page 10
score to put Colby up 12-7. Colby
missed the two-point conversion
and left the score at 12-7.
Colby increased the lead on a
school record 49-ynrd field gonl by
John Goss '06 at the end of the third
quarter. Goss broke the record of
Larry Sparks '79 whose 45-yard fiel d
goal against Wesleyan in 1979 previously topped Colby 's record books.
However, the gome was far from
over. Middlebury came back when
Shahley ran for a 15-yard touchdown.
The Mules stopped the two-point conversion to keep their lend at two.
With Colby now lending 15-13 the
game came down to Civitello's deflecti on. Goss' record-breaking field goal
would be the differoncc-mnkcr in
Colby 's first win of the sonson.
Goss said, "I didn 't have much
time to got nervous becnuso I had to
call for tho snap ns I wns tnking my
steps book because the piny clock
was about to run out. I knew thnt I
hit it hard biit it wasn't a pretty
Icicle. Luckily I hnd the wind with
me nnd tho kick was good." Last
year U was a failed 55-yard field
goal attempt from Goss thnt preserve d a Middlebury victory ns the
panthers hold off Colby to win 17"
14 nt Sonverins Field. However,
Goss can har dly be blnmcd for Inst
season 's kick , as it was attempted
omidst swir ling winds and nn ocenn
crossbar.
0f 55 yards to tho
revenge nnd
Goss'
Aside from

Bradford's crucial recovery and
ensuing touchdown, middle linebacker Steve Kasperski '05 was
named New England Small College
Athletic Conference Defensive CoPlayer of the Week. Kasperski led
the Colby defense with 15 tnckles,
13 of them solo, and after a strong
game last week against Trinity, he is

Plymouth State team continuously
shut down any forward motion we had
with big tackles."
The women next look to take on the
Black Bears of the University of
Maine-Orono Saturday.

LAUREL GABLER/THE COLBr ECHO

Women's soccer short against Panthers; to
face Williams and Wesleyan this weekend
By CHRISTINA DOTCHIN

Devastator of th e Week

The offense mnnaged only five
firstdowns to Middlebury's 17, and
128 yards of total offense to
Middlebury 's 277. The Mules had
possession of the football for over
ten minutes less than the Panthers.
Pre-season AIl-Americnn Stcpka
ran for only 68 ynrd s nnd after
being quieted for the second

Kasperski, a linebacker from'Naperville Illinois, has established himself
as an invaluable asset to Colby football this year, leading tlie team in tackles for the second straight week. Earning co-defensive NESCAC player of
the week, Kasperski is second in the league for tackles with 19 solo and six
assisted for a total of 25. He is averaging 12.5 per game. Against
Middlebury this weekend, he tied a NESCAC record for most tackles in
one game with 15. Kasperski also tallied 11 solo stops in the win.

Outing club climbs Mt Katahdin

I

MELISSA P0ULIN/THE COLBY ECHO

Members of the Colby Outing Club check out the panorama f r om the slopes of Maine s' highest peak, Mt.
Katahdin. Because the mountain is such a popular area, the COC had to arrive before dawn to be able to climb.
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The Mules redeemed themselves against Middleburyin the 15-13 win.
avornging 12.5 tackles a gnmo,
Overall tho Mule defense played
well, holding Middlebury to only
13 points. Tlio defense allowed only
277 overall yard s to tho Middlebury
offense nnd only allowed two
scores in five Middlebury trips
inside tho red zone. Most importantly tho defense held on to thoir
most importnnt piny of tho game.

straight week.
Colby will trnvol to Middlotown ,
Conn, to take on Wosloynn University.
The Cardinals nt 2-0 nro tied for first
pince in tho NESCAC with several
other schools, while Colby nt 1-1 is
tied for fifth. In 2002 Colby defeated
Wesleyan 27-19 nt homo.
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this week
in sports

Field hockey suff ers f irstdef eat; anticipates challenging
NESCACdoublehea der in Connecticut and Massachusetts
By AMY CRONIN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Against an extremely strong
Middlebury College Panthers squad,
Colby field hockey suffered its first
defeat of the season 2-3 last weekend.
Middlebury, which is ranked sixth in
the nation, came out strong and forced
Colby to play a very defensive game.
"Middlebury came out really
strong to start and pounded us in our
circle for the first five to 10 minutes
of the game, so I think that it was very
hard for us to become offensive when
we started out playing all defense," Head
Coach Marcia Ingraham '02 said.
The Mules did manage to stimulate
some offense midway through the first
half and temporarily went ahead by
two, capitalizing on two of their four
penalty corners.
Penalty corners have proved to be
on e of the Mules' strong points this
season. Michaelyn Bortolotti '05
scored 15 minutes into the gam e off
an assist from Co-Captain Injoo Han
'04 and Sari Gilbert '04. Five minutes later, Wendy Bonner '05 also
put one on the boa rd of f an assist
from Bortolotti.
However, M iddleb ury immediately retaliated by scoring two
quick goals to tie the game heading

into halftime. This retribution changed
the pace of the game and took away
some of Colby's confidence.
"When Middlebury tied it up at the
end of the first half, we started to
play a little hesitantly and stayed

We couldn't
have asked
more of Molly,
she played like
a seasoned veteran and she
has only been
with us for a
month. She will
certainly do
more great
things in the
future.
Marcia Ingraham '02
Head Coach

back on our heels a bit," Han said.
As a result, the Panthers scored

FRIDAY, OCT. 3
• Volleyball
@ Bates Invitational

the game-winning goal midway as the Middlebury players, we are o'f the NESCAC, although Wesleyan
through the second half. The just not very accustomed to the turf has had a tough start to the season
Panthers kept the ball in Colby's style of play and they were able to with a disappointing 0-3 conference
defensive end for most of
the game, causing a 45-6
2003 Field Hocke y NESCAC Standings
shot advantage.
Goalie Molly Rice set a
W
L
Win% GP
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GA
new Colby record of 36
saves in a single game and
3
0
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4
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Williams
have asked more of Molly,
2
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Bowdoin
she played like a seasoned
1
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-333
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Conn.
Coll.
veteran and she has only
1
3
.250
4
10
13
8
Trinity
been with us for a month.
0
3
.000
3
1
5
9
Wesleyan
She will certainly do more
0
4
.000
4
5
13
Bates
great things in the future
for Colby field hockey,"
Ingraham said. The previous record of 33 saves was
set in 1995 by Rachel
Simson '95 versus Plymouth State. capita liz e on that," Han explained. record, wh ile Wi lliams m at ches
This weekend the Mules have a Colby's record at 2-1.
In addition to Rice's phenomenal
Victories this weekend will be
play, the Mules' defensive unit of double dose of NESCAC play, travMelissa Mullen '05, Kristen Putnam eling to Wesleyan University in very important for Colby's
'05, Lauren Smith '05 and Emily Tull Middletown, Conn. Saturday and to NESCAC standings. The Mules
'06 also played an extraordinary game. Williams College in Williamstown, suffered losses to both teams at
home in 2002 and will do their best
Three of the four defenders had multi- Mass. Sunday.
While Wesleyan plays on a turf to stay confident and win on the
ple defensive saves in the contest.
Colby 's biggest disadvantage in field , Williams does not, and the road this weekend.
the loss was the turf surface. Mules should feel more comfortable
"Middlebury is a very skilled turf on the Ephs' grass surface.
Both teams are usually at the top
team. Although we are just as skilled

SATURDAY, OCT. 4
• Volleyball,
@ Bates Invitational
• Men's Tennis
@ Wallach Invitational
• Women's Tennis
@ Amherst
• Field Hockey
@ Wesleyan
• Men's Soccer
@ Wesleyan
• Women's Soccer
@ Wesleyan
• Football
@ Wesleyan
• Cross Country
@ Tufts Invitational
• Golf
CBB Tournament
@ Waterville Country Club
SUNDAY, OCT.5
• Crew
@ Textile River Regatta
• Men 's Tennis
@ Wallach Invitational
•Men 's Soccer
@ Williams
• Women's Soccer
@ Williams
• Field Hockey
1
@ Williams
• Golf
Colby Classic
@ Waterville Country Club

Serdj enian earns 200th win against
Volleyball: 4th in New England
UNE; men's soccer falls to Middlebury
if.

Colby displayed "a fantastic team
but made a heroic comeback to win tlie
match 3-2 (27-30, 27-30, 30-22, 30-27, . effort this weekend against some great

By ERICA AYOTTE
SPORTS EDITOR

By NAT BROWN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Last week, the Colby men's soccer team got off to a great start,
blanking the University of New
England 6-0 to give Mark
Serdjenian his 200th win as Colby's
head coach. However, the week
ended on a disappointing note as
Colby lost its first game of the season to the Middlebury College
Panthers by a score of 1-4.
In their non-conference match up
against UNE, the Mules started
with their usual aggressiveness as
they scored three goals in the first
27 minutes. Bobby Abendroth '06,
Daniel Kiernan '07 and Chris
Rodgers '06 each scored two goals
to lead Colby to victory.
Serdjenian , with this milestone
win, now has a 200-153-32 record
in 28 seasons of coaching at Colby.
"Over time, with a lot of good
teams and good players, you get to
200 wins. It was nice. It wns nice
for the program," Serdjeninn said.
The Mules were hoping to continue their success against
Middlebury, who came into the
game tied for first place in the New
England Small College Athletic

Conference. Knowing they needed talize on Colby's aggressive attack
to come out strong, the Mules man- and added two more goals to put the
aged to
strike
2003 Men 's Soccer NESCAC Standin gs
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0
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allowed
by
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this season, ending a scoreless game out of reach and remain undestreak of 462 minutes. However, feated. The loss dropped the Mules
Middlebury came right back, scor- to 3-1-1 overall (1-1-1 NESCAC).
ing the equalizing goal off of a cor"When you are behind, pressing
ner kick just three minutes after forward creates risks. It's a chance
Boccuzzi's goal.
you have to take. There's no differThe Panthers then took the lead ence between losing 2-1 and losing
for good just before the end of the 4-1," Serdjenian said.
half with a searing shot from 25
"[Middlebury] is a very disciyards away, making the score 2-1,
plined tenm that has a very good
Colby pressured the Panther offense," Boccuzzi said. "We
defense in the second half to no played a good first hnlf, nnd in the
avail , but the Mules were unable to
score. Middlebury was able to capiContinued on Page 8

Football clinches win at Middlebury
By ZACH RUSSEM
STAFF WRITER

The Colby Mules held off a Into
Middlebury College drive to beat
the Panthers 15-13 and even their
record nt 1-1 on the senson. It came
down to a Middlebury 34-ynrd field
gonl attempt with only 23 seconds
left in the gnmc with the score nt
15-13, Colby defensive bnck
Michael '05 got a hand on the ball
to thnt helped tho kick flutter wide
nnd Colby hnd thoir first victory of
tho senson, Desp ite the victory,
Colby still has many things to
improve upon. Most signifiennt of
these Improvements will be the running gnmc, which only yielded 88
ynrds on 36 plnyji,
Colby got on tho board enrl y in
the second qunrter on n six-ynrd

touchdown run by running back runningbnek Eric Shnnley '05.
Aaron Stepkn '05. A missed extra Bradford maintained his bnlnncc
point left the score nt 6-0.
and scampered 20 yards for the
Middlebury took n 7-6 lend into the
locker room on n touchdown pass from
Continued on Page 9
M i k e
Kecnnn '05
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Colby volleyball (13-2) is the fourthranked team in all of New England after
going 3-1 at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology tournament in Cambridge,
Mass. Sept. 26 and 27. The Mules' only
loss was dealt by Eastern College, the
eventual tournament champions. The
three teams ahead of Colby in the New
England rankings are Williams College,
Springfield College and MIT. The Mules
share the top spot in the New England
Small College Athletic Conference with
Williams and Bates College.
Colby started off right against
Wellesley College Friday night with a 30 match win (35-33, 30-24, 30-26).
Outside hitters Caitlin Cleaver '06 and
Megan Devlin '07 and opposite hitter
Gaptnin Alyssa Henley '04 were the
dominant players. "I do not think we
played particularly well ns a team, but
we played hard, which is an improvement from last weekend ," Coach
Candicc Parent said. "We never really
got our middles involved in the offense."
The Colby men's tennis team attended
tlie match to support tlieir fellow Mules,
According to Parent, "it really fired our
players up,"
Colby next faced powerhouse Eastern
College, Despite their tough piny, tlie
Mules wore downed 0-3 (21-30, 14-30,
23-30), "We continued to play hnrd, but
wc just were not ploying well," Parent
snid. "Eastern served tougher tlinn any
other tenm we hnvo fnced up to this
point, nnd Hint took us out of our offense
almost completely." The Mules were
unnblc to got into n rhythm ns Enstcrn
continued to pound them throughout the
mntch, "During this mntch, I wns proud
of the way we never gave up, even when
nothing wns going our way," Parent snid,
Clcnver wns a force ngninst Enstcrn,
posting double figures with 15 kills nnd
13 digs.
In their next mntch, the Mules went
down two gnmes to Colorado College.

li-y).
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Parent explained. "The biggest difference competition," Parent said, "We proved
for us in this match is that we were so well that wc deserve to be ranked with tlie top
balanced both offensively and defensive- schools in New England,"
ly." Libero Jennifer Radclifle '06 wns the
The Mules faced Bowdoin College on
defensive star coming up with a career- Sept. 24 in n match-up that did not figure
high 26 digs and a passing efficiency of into NESCAC standings, Colby defeated
tlie Polar Bears 3-1 (30-15,30-25, 22-30,
2.4 on a 3,0 scalei
In their fourth and final game against 30-24) and earned even greater respect
Tlifls University, the Mules were under- from their competition,
standably worn, Colby
was down two games
to one going into the
fourth, but the Mules
dug deep nnd found the
energy to take the
mntch to five games,
cventunlly winning 3-2
(30-25, 25-30, 25-30,
30-27, 15-8). Colby's
serve enmc alive to
overshadow
the
Jumbos' defense. The
CCMO FILE PHOTO
Mules earned a school The Mules took t he silver bracket by storm at MIT.
record of .947 with 13
nces on 133 attempts nnd only seven
This weekend the Mules will travel to
errors. Devlin had a enrccr-high skills per- Lewiston , Mo. to tnko on Hnmilton
formance with 16 kills nnd 15 digs.
College, Middlebury College nnd
"Once ngnin wc played extremely hard Willinms College at the Bntcs
but did not piny pnrticulnrly well," Parent Invitntionnl Tournnment,
snid. "I think we played smnrt nnd begnn
to take nwny 1\il\a' solid right side attack,
which hnd hurt us the entire mntch."

INSIDE SPORTS
Devastator

Stephen Kuspcrslci '05 lied NESCAC record
paged
with 15 solo tackles.

Colby Outing Club

The COC scaled Maine 's highest peak
page o
Saturday.
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